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WATER DISTRICT SIGN-UP — The Hazel Community Center was filled
last night as residents along South 641 and the old Murray-Paris Road came
to sign contracts and obtain additional information about the new South
641 Water District. Terry Derrinon (right) water district engineer, explains
boundary lines to (from left) Mrs. Hill Gardener, Route 8, and Mrs. Joe Pat
Farley, also of Route 8. The Hazel City Hall will be open evenings during
the week from 7:00 until 9:00 for new water district customers, outside the
city of Hazel, who wish to join the water district. Photo by Jennie B. Gordon
State Collecting More:
County PVA Explains Tax Changes
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
There's a new wrinkle in the property
tax computation and collection system
this year.
Few county taxpayers notice it. But,
according to Property Valuation
Administrator Charles Hale, some city
taxpayers can't understand why their
county tax bills are higher. What they
often fail to mention, Hale said
recently, is their city tax bills are
lower.
On county tax bills, the change is
simple — where the state last year
collected .015-cents per each $100
assessed on real estate it now collects
.315-cents per each $100.
The reason has to do with a new state
law, in effect for the first time this year,
called "Power Equalization."
Gas Price Fillibuster Leader
To Continue Block On Ceiling
WASHINGTON ( — A leader of a
Senate filibuster on riatural gas pricing
said today he's ready to continue
blocking legislation to raise the
national debt ceiling until the Senate
rejects a proposal to free gas from
price controls.
The move by Sen. James Abourezk,
1)-S.D., threatens the government's
ability to pay its bills.
If the debt ceiling bill is not passed by
Saturday morning, the beginning of the
new fiscal year, the government will
lose authority to borrow money to pay
bills.
In holding the debt measure hostage
to the natural gas bill, Abourezk hopes
to force the Senate to reject an
industry supported plan to lift price
controls from natural gas.
"This will mean government won't be
able to write any more checks,"
Abourezk said. But he said he was
prepared to continue to object to efforts
to pass the debt-ceiling bill "until we're
done with the natural gas issue."
Senate Republican Leader Howard
Baker, R-Tenn., called Abourezk's
tactics "unconscionable."
Baker and Senate Majority Leader
Robert C. Byrd, meanwhile, reported
little progress in efforts to resolve the
stalemate that has stalled Senate action
on the natural gas portion of President
Carter's energy program for 10 days.
Baker said there is only a "fifty-fifty
chance" that competing sides in the
issue will be able to even agree to set a
time to vote on various alternatives. A
Saturday Senate session was scheduled
and Baker said it might be another
week before the issue is finally
resolved.
Meteorologists Say Odds Against
Repeat Of Last Winter's Weather
LOUISVILLE, Ky.( AP )
Meteorologists are saying the odds are
30 to 1 against a repetition of the bitter
cold and snow of last winter, but
nature's warnings to the contrary are
beginning to show in the folklore signs.
Kentucky farmers say the signs are
clear.
The hair on the bellies of the cattle is
thick, shucks cling tightly to ears of
corn, there's a plentiful supply of nuts,
early flocks of geese have been seen
headed south, the intrepid woolly bear
caterpillar is a solid dark color and ...
gulp, there were 15 fogs in August.
Folklore says that the number of fogs
in ,August determines the number of
snows for the coming winter. One of the
fogs here was a heavy one, the National
Weather Service notes, and country
weather watchers say that means get
out the snow shovels.
"There's a heavy mess of acorns,"
George Culver, 76, of Culverton said.
'These old timers around here say when
there's plenty of acorns, there's going
to be a hard winter."
"The hickorynuts are plentiful,"
Nelson Adams of Squib, Ky. said. "I
even found some growed together. One
was two nuts together and another
three nuts together. I just don't know
what to make of that."
While entomologists generally agree
that there's no significance to the color
of woolly bear caterpillars since
different species of the furry little
critters are different colors, folklore
disagrees.
If the woolly bear has dark, wide
bands of color around his middle.
folklore assures, you can be sure of a
hard winter ahead.
-The purple martins left Aug. 6 ...
unusually early, and the old folks say
this is a sign of a hard winter," Bill
Mardis, a columnist for the
Commonwealth Journal at Somerset,
Ky. said.
Mardis ended a recent column with a
warning that couldn't have been
clearer:
"Friends, I seed a woolly worm
humpin' across the Cumberland
Parkway yestiddy headin' south as
hard as he could go. He wuz as black as
an ace 'uv spades ... an awful good sign
'uv a cold winter to come."
Police Checking On
Hubcap Thefts Here
A Murray Police Department
investigation into a stolen hubcap
incident Thursday night at a local car
lot is continuing.
According to police, Caldwell Used
Cars, North 4th, Murray, reported 13
hubcaps missing from a number of
autos on Friday.
Police said car lot owners placed the
loss at over $100 because new wire
hubcaps were missing.
Four Arrested In Raid Here Thursday Night
Four men face anti Oct. 13 Calloway of resale.
County Quarterly Court hearing date According to Manning, Murray
following a Murray Police Department Police arrested and charged 19-year-
ra id Friday about 3 a.m. old Russell S. Mills, Madisonville,
The raid at a Hamilton Street Thomas D. Ellis, 21, Louisville, Steven
residence netted Murray Police with C. Metzger, 21, Louisville, and Ryan T.
what Brent Manning, police chief, Hennsey, 21, Louisville.
called a "quantity of marijuana." All Police raided a house, where the four
four men have been released on ;500 were staying, at 1609 Hamilton,
bonds facing charges of illegal Manning said. Murray Police
possession of marijuana for the purpose confiscated an as of yet undetermined
ENTERTAINS HERE — Comedian Henny Youngman, known as the "king
of the one-liners," entertained a large crowd at Lovett Auditorium last
night with his brand of humor and his violin. Youngman, 71, was sponsored
by the Student Government Association at MSU as part of the Insight Lec-
ture Series. • Staff Photo by Gene 144cCirtdveon
amount of marijuana
paraphernalia in the raid, Manning
said.
Manning said the raid was the
culmination of a Murray Police
Department investigation. The house.
hersaid, had been under observation for
some weeks before the raid.
According to Calloway County
Quarterly Court officials, the four
appeared before Judge Robert 0
Miller this morning. A 2:30 p.m. Oct




Jack Rose, Calloway County school
si perintendent, said that where
t .xpayers last year paid .359-cents per
$110 assessed directly to the county
school system, this year they are
iiiiying only .06-cents directly to the
local school systems.
L nder "Power Equalization" the
si.iie is collecting the .30-cents and will
st nd money back to local systems
under a "Power Equalization"
For city taxpayers living in the
Nliirray Independent School District,
qie change on taxbills is more
noticeable. Hale said.
City taxpayers last year paid .581-
to the school district. This year
illey're paying .284-cents to the local
school system. The remaining .30-cents
'omputed on county tax bills.
Hale said city taxpayers opened
envelopes to find "lower" city tax bills
August, but county bills, which came
, ii ter, were "higher."
"The rate shift on tax bills has caused
iiisunderstanding and possibily
lisillusionment . among city
•:ixpayers," Hale said. "People who
eived their bills in August had no
Fall Fire Seasons
3egins October 1
•We will soon have our first frost.
is will cause leaves to fall, vegetation
ti rile but, and will greatly increase our
fi, 0 danger for the fall fire season that
began October 1 and goes through
Docember 15 said Calloway County
Forest Ranger Albert iTook ) Wilson. A
large number of fires are started each
ear by people burning trash, leaves,
L:rass, and brush, he said.
The Kentucky Division of Forestry
will have its plane in the air beginning
October 1 to look for any fires that will
be burning before 4:30 p.m.
Calloway County Forest Ranger
Wilson reminds the public that on this
date, October 1, the Kentucky 4:30
burning law goes into effect, and it
briefly states that it will be unlawful to
do any burning before 4:30 p.m.
"Anyone violating this will be cited into
court," states Wilson, "Nothing can be
more costly to crops, woodland, and
even your home than a wildfire; and if
it starts from your fire, you are
responsible for all damages plus the
cost of suppression," Wilson said
Citizens of Calloway County can help
this situation in a realistic way by
waiting until after 4:30 p.m. to burn.
After 4:30 p.m. the wind has usually
died down and there is more moisture
in the air, enabling a fire to be
controlled much easier, Wilson added.
Before persons do any burning,
please call Albert "Took" Wilson,
Forest Ranger for Calloway County, or
the District Office in Mayfield at 247-
329123i Wilson's telephone number is 436-15
Flu Vaccine Clinic
Scheduled On Monday
A special flu vaccine clinic will be
held at the Calloway County Health
Department on Monday, Oct. 3,
according to an announcement made
today by R. L. Cooper. administrator.
The special clinic is for the
administration of Hong Kong and
Victoria flu vaccine.
Cooper pointed out that the vaccine is
restricted for administration to persons
over 65 years of age, or anyone
regardless of age who has one or more
of the follovlingi con lions: hearti t
disease, chronic bronc opulmonary
disease, chronic kidney disease or
diabetes.
The clinic hours will be from 8 a.m. to
11:30 a.m. and from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
One' nun — 10 Prisges
Murray Ledger 8/ Times sports editor Mike Brandon
disagrees with the jft., decision in last night's Ali-
Shavers title match Mike's viewpoint see his column
today on Page 7 of the .rts Sectiop.
mostly cloudy
Mostly cloudy with a chan(
showers and thundersho‘k
today and tonight. High today
the mid and upper 70s. I
tot ight in the mid and upper
Saturday windy with a in
chance of thundershowers
turning cooler by evening. h '


























questions at all!" Hale remarked. He
added some 25-30 city taxpayers have
questioned the shift.
The "disillusionment" is due to city
taxpayers thinking they're getting a
break on city taxes when in reality
they're not, Hale said.
"There's going to be some difference
because of the variance in tax rates, but
not much," Hale said.
The 1977 tax rate for countians in the
"common" school district is .573 per
each $100 assessed on real estate and
.708 per each $100 on tangible. "Graded
school" rates are .513 on real estate and
.648 on tangible. City tax rates are .694
on real estate and .694 on tangible.
According to Rose, the theory behind
"Power Equalization" is to equalize
per pupil spending among all school
districts, bringing poorer school
districts in line with wealthier ones.
INTO THE HOPPER — Another donation to Murray High School Band
goes into the hopper in preparation for the band's trip to the Orange Bowl.
Larry Wright, right, manager of Security Federal Sayings and Loan
Association of Mayfield's future Murray office, makes a sizeable donation
to the band and director Joe Sills. Staff Photo by Lowell Atchley
Local Share Of National
Debt Now Over $2 Million
What effect- will the recent action of
Congress, raising the ceiling on the
national debt by $75 billion, have on
Calloway County residents?
How much of the money that the
Federal government is collecting this
:year from the local area, by way of
Income taxes, excise taxes and the like,
is needed to meet the annual interest
charges on that debt, which is now in
the neighborhood of $700 billion?
The local share of these carrying
charges is approximately $2,204,000, it
is estimated. That covers only the
interest on the debt. It does not reduce
the principal at all. -
The debt itself has been growing by
leaps and bounds over the years. At one
time, going back to 1540, it was only $42
billion. This was equivalent to $320 per
capita nationally. By 1960 it was up to
$291 billion, or $1,585 per capita, and by
1970, to $383 billion, equal to $1,880.
Now, at $700 billion, it works out to
$3,240 for every man, woman and Child
in the country.
Were there any plan to pay off that
debt, which there isn't, that is how
much would be involved.
As for the interest on the current
debt, it amounts to some $40 billion a .
year. That is just about the total
provided for the budget for health
services.
Residents of C'alloway County, in line
with their normal share of the national
tax burden, are now paying close to $440
per family toward the annual interest
charges, it is estimated.
This is 118 per cern more than was
called for in 1970, when the carrying
costs were only $18.3 billion a year.
The recent increase in the debt
ceiling, requested by the
Administration and approved by
Congress, brings the allowable debt
limit to $775 billion. Continued deficit
spending has made it necessary.
There is little concern among -
economists, however, over the rise in
the nation's debt. They point out that
the economy has also been expanding
over the years and that the debt today,
relative to the-gross national prodi ict, is
less than it wils a decade or two ago.
MISS ,MURRAY HIGH HOPEFULS — Finalists in the Miss siurray High
School election held at the school rec ently are Paulette Ho“ks. daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. kelsie Hooks: Mars Smoc k, daughter of Mr and 'sirs. Hunt
Smock: Marlene Farrell daughter of Mr. and Mrs. iohn R mien. and Her ks
West, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Haron West. The girls are all seniors at
Murray High The winner will be announced in the spring.,
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Marriage Choking
From Smoking Wife
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: When I first dated my wife she was 16.
On our third date, when she asked me to buy her a pack of
cigarettes, I told her I thought girls who smoked looked
like tramps, and that was the last time I'd take her 'out.
Three months later she called and told me she'd quit
smoking, so I started dating her again. We dated for three
years during which time she never smoked in my presence,
so with a solemn promise that she'd never smoke again, we
were married.
She kept her promise for three years. Then I started to
find evidence that she was smoking again. When I
confronted her, she denied it.
For the last 10 years. she's been smoking openly and I
detest it. What can I do? I've told her it was useless for her
to spend a fortune on expensive clothes because when she
lights a cigarette, she looks like a $20 hooker.
have nothing against hookers. In fact, If I could find
one who didn't smoke I could use her services because my
wife's tobacco habit has certainly put a crimp in our love
life.
DETESTS CIGARETTES
DEAR DETESTS: What can you do? Love her or leave
her, But don't nag her, or she'll increase her smoking as an
excuse to calm her fraz4led nerves.
DEAR ABBY: I'm 48 and my fiance' is 55. I've been
divorced 15 years, and his wife died five years ago. We've
been going together for two years and plan to marry soon.
Ile always compliments me on the way I look. I do dress
nicely and am always perfectly groomed. Now for my
problem:
W • n I was in my teens, I was very ill and all my hair
fell o . I have no eyelashes, eyebrows, and not a hair on
my ad. I am completely hairless.
I wear false eyelashes and a wig, and I paint my
eyebrows on.
I'm a very honest person, and don't like fo keep this from
him, but I'm afraid of how he'll react. I've started to tell
him several times, but couldn't get the words out.
My mother says I should wait until after we're married
to tell him. My father says I should tell him now.
Do you think it would change his feelings for me? He
says he loves me, and I know I love him. Please help me.
WIGGED OUT
DEAR WIGGED: Tell him. lilt changes his feelings for
you, you're better off knowing it now. If he really loves
you, it won't matter. (Many women marry bald MEN.)
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I had dinner with my
parents, my brother and sister-in-law, and their
14-month-old baby.
For two and one-half hours, we talked either about or to
the baby, who was allowed to toddle around the dinner
table the entire time. We all had to watch our food and
Coffee every minute.
There was absolutely no chance to visit. All the
conversation was centered around the baby. At first I was
just annoyed, but then I became bored stiff and, finally,
angry. Am I intolerant?
Abby, please, say something qbout parents who
monopolize the conversation with talk about their children
and permit the child to be the center of attention for an
entire evening.
BORED IN LONG BEACH
DEAR BORED: Your complaint is neither uncommon
nor unjustified. Parents, please note.
Everyone has • problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope. please.
Mrs. Steven Williams
Honored With Events
Mrs. Steven Williams, the
former Cindy Rudolph, was
honored with a bridal shower,
given recently in the com-
munity room of the Federal
Savings and Loan building.
YOUR
PHOTO
Per Pose In Living
Color
For Each Original Print
Minimum 10 for S4.90




118 S. 120 753-0035
Free Parking In low
Hostesses for the event were
Jobeth England, Janice
Outland, Marilyn Swift,
Frances Williams and Yvette
Pyle. Tina Williams attended
the register table.
The hostesses presented
double corsages of white
carnations to the honoree, her
mother, Mrs. Joe Rudolph,
and the groom's mother Mrs.
Billie Williams.
Refreshments of cake, nuts,
mints, and punch were served
from the beautifully appointed
table, decorated with a white
linen tablecloth trimmed in
lace. The centerpiece was a
dried fall flower arrangement,
accented with gold candles in
crystal candle holders.
The honoree opened gifts
from 42 persons who were
present or sent gifts.
Another courtesy extended
the new bride was a personal
shower given at the home of
the groom's parents. the
hostesses for the occasion
were the groom's sister, Miss
Tina Williams, and a friend of
the bride, Miss Sandy
Robinson.
Eight pergeis were present
or sent gifts.
Just moved in?
I can help you out.
Don't worry and wonder about learning your way
around town. Or what to see and do. Or whom to ask.
As your WELCOME WAGON Hostess, I can simplify the
business of getting settled. Help you begin to enjoy your
new town ... good shbpping, local attractions, community
opportunities.
And my basket is full of useful gifts to please your
family.
Take a break from unpacking and call me.
/441.10nO'flin
Kathrlit Outland 753-1079
Vicki Lynn McClard Wed
To Mr. Budias At Church
The sanctuary of the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ was the scene of the
wedding of Miss Vicki Lynn
MeClard, daughter of Mrs.
Robert LaMastus and Joe
McClard of Murray, and
Edward John Budias, Jr., son
of Mrs. Thelma Budias of
Hopkinsville and the late
Edward John Budias, Sr.
Bro. John Dale officiated at
the double ring candlelight
ceremony read at two p.m. on
Saturday, August 27.
The altar of the church was
centered with the fifteen
branched candelabrum
flanked by arrangements of
cut flowers in various colors
on each side with the five
branched candelabra. As a
part of the ceremony the
bridal couple lit the unity
candle.
Musical selections for the
ceremony included -Oh




The bride, given in
marriage by her stepfather,
Robert LaMastus, was lovely
iu4ier Dessy creation of white
poly crepe floor length gown.
The fitted bodice featured a
double layered capelet
forming butterfly sleeves and
a wedding band collar. A
softly layered cumberbund
enhanced the waistline. The
flowing a-framed skirt was
layered at the hemline. Her
jewelry included a pair of
earrings, gift of the groom,
and a solid gold baby locket.
Completing the bridal
ensemble was an organza
covered picture hat sprinkled
with Venice lace motifs im-
bedded with miniature satin
hand rolled rosettes. She
carried a lovely bridal
bouquet of white roses and
greenery.
Miss Traca Walker was the
maid of honor and only at-
tendant for the bride. She
wore a floor length blue
flowered sundress and carried





opened her home on Dudley
Drive for the meeting of the
Dorcas Sunday School Class,
First Baptist Church, held on
Monday, .September 19, at
seven p.m. with the president,
Mrs. Madelle Talent,
presiding.
In charge of the program
was Mrs. Alfred Young who
introduced Mrs. Max Sledd,
missionary from Nigeria, who
discussed the mission work
she and her husband were
doing in the African country.
Officers for the new church
year were installed by Mrs.
Sledd who are as follows:
Mrs. Henry - Warren,
president: Mrs. Alfred Young,
vice-president: Mrs. Samuel
Adams, secretary-treasurer:
Mrs. Cook Sanders, class
ministries.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Shoemaker to twenty-
three members and two
visitors, Mrs: Fred Clark and
Mrs. Sledd.
11r. and ,!r,s. Edward John ,Jr.Budias 
Ivo Budias, brother of the
groom, was the best man. The
ushers were Tony Ray Martin
and Mike Mediros. The groom
wore a white tuxedo with a
white rose boutonniere. His
attendants wore blue tuxedoes
with light blue carnation
boutonnieres.
Tlie bride's mother was
attired in a floor length pink
dress with a white pearl
necklace and earrings. Mrs.
Budias wore a blue floor
length dress. They both had
white orchid corsages.
Miss Terri Stokes kept the
register.
Reception
Following the ceremony the
reception was held in the
fellowship of the ehurell-.
The bride's table was
overlaid with a white cloth and
centered with a lovely
arrangement of yellow and
white daisies flanked by
yellow candles. The three
tiered wedding cake was
topped with a hand blown
glass in the shape of a heart
with doves and bells inside, a
gift from the groom's mother.
Assisting at the reception
were Cindy Robinson, Holly
LaMastus, Deanie Perry.
Murrelle Walker, and Vicki
Morton. Tracy LaMastus
distributed rice bags.
After a short wedding trip.
the couple is residing in
Hopkinsville where Mr.
Budias is employed at First
City Bank and Mrs. Budias is
employed at the Credit
Bureau of Hopkinsville. She is
a 1975 graduate of Murray
High School. The groom is a
1971 graduate of Hopkinsville





Hopkinsville, mother of the
groom, entertained with a





Bolds Meet if ith
Mrs. Palmer
The Wadesboro
Homemakers Club met in the
home of Mrs. Baron Palmer
on Wednesday, September 21,
with the president, Mrs.
Lowell Palmer, presiding.
Two visitors were Mrs. Jane
Lamb of Coldwater and Mrs.
Judy Cunningham, the latter
becoming a new member and
elected as craft leader of the
club.
Mrs. Burma Fulton was
elected international
chairman for the year. Plans
were made to attend the
annual area homemakers
meeting at Hickman on
October 19.
Mrs. Baron Palmer
presented the main lesson on
"The Look of Fall- showing
new styles of clothes.
Also present were Mrs.
Clarence Culver, Mrs. payse
Hardie, Mrs. Clete Young,
Mrs. Gusta Conner, Mrs.
David Palmer, Mrs. Max
Hurt, and Mrs. Clinton
Burkett.
The next meeting will be
Tuesday, October 18, at 1:30





Baptist Student Union work
day will be held to raise
money for summer mission
work. For odd jobs call 753-
5771.
Story Hour will be held at
the Ellis Community Center at




Murray High School Class of
1921 will have a reunion at the
Triangle Inn at 12:30 p.m.
Benefit supper and gospel
singing for the Crippled
Children's Telethon will be
held by the Dexter
Homemakers Club at the
Dexter Community Center.
Plate lunches will be sold from
four to 6:45 p.m. and singing
will start at seven p.m. with
admission free.
Headstart rummage sale
will be at the Old Douglas
School, North Second St., from
eight a.m. to two p.m.
Rummage, bake, and . plant
sale will be held by Murray
Senior Citizens at the Ellis
Comrnunit.; Center starting at
seven a.m.
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Fellowship for pastors and
state leaders will be held at
Jonathan Creek Baptist
Assembly at three p.m.
Slave day for summer
mission fund will be held by
the Baptist Student Union.
Call 753-5771 for a person to do
odd jobs.
Sunday, October 2
Potluck dinner will follow
the worship services at North
Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church with the
Unionaires of Fulton to sing at
two p.m.
First Presbyterian Church
Women will meet at the
church at seven p.m.
Sunday Oct. 2
Lynda J. Johnson will
present a violin recital at
three p.m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall, Murray State
University,
Chestnut Grove AME
Church at Hazel will have
special services and basket
dinner.
Descendants of Andrew
Alan Scarborough and Mollie
Cooper Scarborough will have
a reunion at the Ellis Com-
munity Center. A basket
dinner will be served and each
is asked to bring any family
data as births, marriages,
deaths, etc., to share with
other family members.
Kings Sons and Young and
Spiritual Singers will be
featured at the homecoming
at Poplar Spring Baptist
Church.
Monday, October 3
Murray Woman's Club will
have its general meeting and
70th anniversary ?arty and
dinner at the club house at
6:30 p.m.
Executive Board, Murray
Wornan's Club, will meet at
11:30 a.m. at the club house.
Recovery Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North 7th and Olive Streets.
Chapter M of P.E.O. will
meet at the home of Mrs. N.T.
Beal, 303 South 8th Street, at
7:30 p.m. with the program by
Mrs. A.C. LaFollette.
Lottie Moon Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
meet at the home of Mrs.




The annual convention of
the Kentucky Division of the
United Daughters of the
Confederacy will be held
Friday iind Saturday, October
7 and 8, at the Ramada Inn,
Paducah.
Registration will begin at
eleven a.m. on Friday with a
business meeting in the af-
ternoon. A memorial service
for deceased members will be
conducted at four p.m. by
Mrs. Inez Hardin, division
chaplain.
An historical evening will
begin at 6:30 p.m. with dinner,
followed by presentation of
awards. Mrs. W.W. Willis of
Princeton, second vice-
president of the division, will
speak.
At eight a.m. on Saturday,
the Quill Club breakfast will
be held with an arts and crafts
exhibit by UDC members.
Attending the convention
will be general and division
officers and delegates from
Lexington, Louisville, Frank-
fort, Princeton, Paducah, and
the J.N. Williams Chapter of
Murray.
Dinner and breakfast
reservations must be made
before Monday, October 3, by
telephoning Mrs. Morgan Jett
Paducah, at 488-3445.
PARIS PATIENT
Elbert Graves Neale of
Murray has been dismissed
from the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris, Tn.
NOTICE
Cypress Springs Restaurant 4
Over/ookong Beautiful Ky Lake
Open Friday, Saturday, and Sunday Only, from 8 a. m.
til 8 p. m.
Boat Dock Open Everyday
436-5496  111
FANTASTIC
all VrailleSONE DAY ONLY







































Late Show Fri. 8, Sat. 11:40
Adult Entertainment 18 or over only
Another Big Week
7 20,9:35
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Ntn-th Ei)rk Neu s----
Many guests -Visiting
In Homes In The Area
By Mrs. R.D. Key
Sept. 13, 1977
Mr. and Mrs. Berthal
Grooms and daughter, Kim,
returned to their home in
Detroit, Mich., Monday. They
attended church services at
North Fork while here visiting
Mrs. Holice Grooms and Mr.
and Mrs. J.C. Gallimore.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins
returned home Saturday after
being with her daughter, Mrs.
Meford Orr for several weeks.
She is improving after
surgery.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Dale
spent last week with Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse Hopkins in
Chicago. They returned home
with them and spent the
weekend with Mr.and Mrs.
Rufus Hopkins and Mrs. Ovie
Wilson.
Mrs. Estelle Morris stayed
with her mother, Mrs. Nina
Holley, parttime while Louise
Holley was in the hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Hopkins
and family spent last weekend
with Mr. and Mrs. Rufus
Hopkins and Mrs. Ovie
Wilson,
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins and
Mrs. Jessie Paschall visited
Mr. and Mrs. R.D. Key
Sunday.
Mrs. Myrtice Nance visited
Mrs. Holice Grooms, Sunday.
Mrs. Ovie Wilson attended
church at Hazel Saday and
visited Mr. and Mrs. Clerris
Wilson. Afternoon visitors
were Mr. sop Mrs. Adolphus
Paschall and Max Paschall.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Farley of South Haven, Miss.,
joined with Mr. and Mrs.
Cooper Jones to spend the
weekend with Mrs. Sue
Weaver of Akron, Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
attended the singing at
Sedalia Baptist Church on
Saturday. Bro. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes visited
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr at-
tended the singing at Sedalia
Baptist Church on Saturday.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
visited Mr. and Mrs. Marcus
Hill and daughter, Judy, on
Sunday.
and Mrs. Cooper Jones
visited Mr. and Mrs. Dery
Emerson recently.
Terry Lee Orr was the
dinner guest of the Morris
Jenkins' family Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Shaw Penner
of Whitesville, Tn., visited last
week with Mr. and Mrs.
Cooper Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Carmon
Morton visited Mrs. Milford
Orr Friday.
Mrs. Warren Sykes and
Mrs. R.D. Key visited Mr. and
Mrs. Gaylon Morris Thursday
morning. Mrs. Sykes also
visited Mrs. Myrtice Nance.
Mr. and Mrs. Maburn Key
visited Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Young of Covington over the
weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Russell
of Morning Sun, Iowa, spent
last week with Mr. and Mrs.
Box Pulse of Puryear, Tn.
They all went to Opryland
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Paschall, Jeffrey and Terry,
had guests Sunday for dinner;
Arlin Paschall, Mr. and Mrs.
Othel Paschall, and Mr. and
Mrs. Hildred Paschall
honoring Mrs. Hildred
Paschall and Arlin Paschall
on their birthdays. Mr.
Paschall, age 86, is the oldest
living member of North Fork
Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Nance
and children, Jimmie and
Hope, visited Mr. and Mrs.
Lowell Nance Sunday.
Mrs. Myrtice Nance visited
Mrs. Hattie Etheridge
Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Othel Paschall
and Mr. and Mrs. Hildred
Paschall visited Arlin
Paschall Saturday night and
enjoyed a fish supper.
The Rev. and Mrs. Jerry
Lee and daughter, Tabitha, of
Roseville, Mich., arrived here
Monday afternoon for a two
weeks' vacation. They, along
with Bro. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes and son, Mitch, had
supper with Mr. and Mrs. R.D.
Key. The Lee family, along
with the rest of the Lee
children, will have supper
with Mr. and Mrs. Sam Lee on
Tuesday.
Mrs. Douglas Vandyke was
admitted to the Henry County
Hospital, Paris, Tn., on
Sunday for tests. Their
daughter, Mrs. Terry Sills, is
staying with Mr. Vandyke
while she is hospitalized.
I had to go in to see the
doctor again Tuesday mor-
ning for another shot in the
knee. I suffered a re-injury a
few days ago that gives me
alot of pain.
Mrs. Glynn M. Orr and son,
Bryan, visited Bro. and Mrs.
Jerry Lee and ..,Tabitha
Tuesday at the home of the
Warren Sykes' 'family.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
visited the R.D. Keys and the
Jerry Lees Monday. Other
visitors in were Mrs. Henry
Sykes, Bryan Sykes, and Mary
Grace Morris.
ROBERTSON KINDERGARTEN—As a part of a study on "Pets and Their Care," the
Robertson Kindergarten had a visit from Mrs. Carol Barrett, coordinator of the Human
Society Education program. Pictured above is Penny Lovett, left bottom showing Mrs.
Barrett and friends, John Mark McDougal, Frederick Parks Gene Cook, Heather
Grogan, and Laura Ferguson her pet gerbils and discussing how she cares for them.
Photo b. Barn Johnson
North Calloway Cub Scow
Pack Organized For Year
Cub Scout Pack 76 of North
Calloway Elementary School
met September 8 for its
organizational meeting.
Twenty-three new Scouts were
enrolled; eight Scouts from
last year returned. Seven new
Den Leaders were added.
Dan Harrison is cubmaster,
R.B. Barton, Jr. is co-
cubmaster, Marge Cloys is
secretary-treasurer, and
Daytha Dowdy is in charge of
public relations.
Cub Scouts returning to Den
one are: Brooks Barton,
Anthody Cloys, Alex Dowdy,
Ricky Harrison, Scotty
Morris, Timmie Morton,
Michael Snyder, and Mark
Thorn. Den Leaders are: Jane
Barton and Jackie Morris.
New Cub Scouts forming
'The Look Of Falr Discussed By
Mrs. Dunn At The Suburban Meet
Mrs. Roy Hancock opened
her home for the meeting of
the Suburban Homemakers
Club held on September 12
with the president, Mrs.
Holmes Dunn, presiding.
The devotion and scripture
from Proverbs 31 were by
Mrs. Robert Hendon. Mrs.
Prentice Dunn, secretary-
treasurer, gave her reports.
-Ten members were present.
Mrs. Dunn reported on the
county council meeting
stating the possibility of a trip
to Nashville or Gatlinburg,
Tn., and also some new
projects to finance such trips
in the future.
Announcement was made of
the craft workshop at Brandon
Springs, Land Between the
Lakes, October 3 through 5,
Mrs. Prentice Dunn
presented the lesson on "The
Look of Fall." Mrs. Hancock
demonstrated the con-
struction of the "Lap Desk."
Mrs. Leon Adams read the
landscape notes and Mrs.
Robert Hendon took inventory
of all the food canned and
frozen this year by club
members.,
Cake, cgffee, and Cokes
were served by Mrs. Hancock
and Mrs. Maz, Farley,
cohostess.
The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, October 4, at
seven p.m. in the home of Mrs.
Robert Hendon, 909 Waldrop
Drive, Murray.
Let's face it!
If you add sugar, fat (such
as butter or margarine) or a
fat-containing food like salad
dressing (or even cream) to
sour fresh fruits and vegeta-
bles, You will really push up
the calorie count Of course,
maybe that's no problem—to
you'
About flour
How is cake flour different
from all purpose flour Cake
(lour milled from soft wheat,
!slower in protein than al: pur-
pose flour. and ticually is not
enriched It's very fine and
uniform and makes tender,
delicatecakes
Prime Rib au jus cooked juicy — cut thick. Your choice of
baked potato or French fries. Melt-in-your-mouth Stockade
toast, salad and choice of beverage.
Every Pfidaylafter five.'




Open Sun.-Thurs. 11-9, Friday-Sat. 11-10
Bel-Air Shopping Center, 753-0440
Den Two are: Jimmy Baker,
Todd Bohannon, Larry
Burkeen, Ray Coursey,
Russell Dunn, Richie John-
ston, Norman Landers, and
Jody Lassiter. Den Leaders
are Janie Dunn and Bob
Baker.
New Cub Scouts forming
Den Three are: Ray Boggess,
Ricky Colson, Charlie Dunn,
Bobby Harris, Brian
Harrison, Richie Herndon,
David Miller. and Scott
Wallis. Den Leaders are
Charlotte Dunn and Kaye
Colson.
New Cub Scouts forming
Den Four are: Garry Bailey,
Chad Harrier, Roy Henley,
Allan Leslie, Mike Maness,
Steven Sheppard, and Ronnie
Wilson. Den Leaders are
Rosemary and Richard
Henley.
Cub Scout Den One of North
Calloway Pack 76 recently
traveled to the Clara Eagle
Art Ga1le6 on the MSU
campus to view the art exhibit
of new faculty member, Dale
Ley.
Scouts making the trip
were: Brooks Barton, An-
thony Cloys, Alex Dowdy,
Ricky Harrison, Scotty
Morris, Timmie Morton,
Michael Snyder, Mark Thorn,
and mothers Kay Thorn and
Marie Snyder, along with Den
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FOR SATTADAY, OCTOBER 1,1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, react the forecast
given for your bi4h Sign.
ARIES
!Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
Where finances are con-
cerned, try negotiating a slight




lApr. 21 to -May 21) 6efetai"
Your chainces for ad-
vancement in cherished pur-
suits are good now, but don't go
too far out on the proverbial
limb and don't go off on
tangents. Keep eyes on the main
objective.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 211
A day for distinguished
planning and achievement. No
circuitious road for you, nor
lack of enthusiasm! Some of
your objectives are close to
attainment.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23i
You must give some thought
to the future now. Be sure to let
superiors hear, in one way or
another, about the extra efforts
you are making.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 231 412fP,
Even if you are hesitating,
make that business call you
have in mind. Some useful in-
formation to be gleaned.
VIRGO
I Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP
Pleasing recognition for your
work on a recent project now
raises your self-esteem and
gives you a warm glow of
satisfaction.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
You may have to make some
concessions in a family matter.
but the end results will
worthwhile. Expect some g.
news in the p.m.
SCORPIO
tOct. 24 to Nov. 22)
nopi-
Take unusual situations
philosophical way and whate-.•
surprises there are will show
their advantageous side
quickly_ Only the pessimist sees
the gloomy side.
SAGITTARIUS
1Nov. 23 to Dec 21) Jerkeip
Do not lower your dignity by
using forceful measures to




Dec. 22 to Jan. 20(
As with Sagittarius, ruling
with a heavy hand could send
you and your undertakings
down the wrong road. There's
little satisfaction in rifts,
proving points at another's
expense.
AQUARIUS A
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19( -
You may trip over little
matters if not watchful. Have
patience and the "vagueness"
or seeming inconsistency of
things will clear up. Manage
tactfully.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20
Don't make decisions while
under stress, and don't write
anything you may later regret.
Maintain your equanimity even
if dealing with persons who •
annoy you.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
vibrant, warm personality, are
gregarious by nature and ex-
tremely artistic in all that you
do. You also have excellent
judgment and your sense of
balance ( as symbolized by the
scales in your sign) would make
you artieminent• member of the
judiciary. You could excel in
any of the arts and are highly
innovative in your methods.
Many statesmen, adventurers,
musicians, writers, specialists
in medicine I particularly
researchers) and inventors of
the unique were born under
Libra. You can give a novel
twist to an old idea and make it
freshly interesting. Bn-thdate
of: Vladimir Horowitz,




Areas Greatest Selection of Vacuums!
Over 50 Makes & Models
We repair ANY vacuum
her made.
No matter %%here purchased
Eureka Fall Sale\la Progress
dter Queen - Reduced 300o
Olympic Plaza 759 1638 12th St.
Karen McClure and Wayne
Fleming Are Married At
United Methodist Charoh
Miss Karen McClure,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C.O.
(Bill) McClure of Murray,
became the bride of Wayne
Fleming, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Natha,n E. (Bud) Fleming,
Marseilles, Ill., in a double
ring ceremony on September
10 at two P.M.
The Rev. Thomas E. Lowry,
pastor of the United Methodist
Church, Marseilles, per-
formed the ceremony in the
beautiful church. Prior to the
ceremony Beverly Gondolfi
presented a musical selection
of traditional music. LeArin
Baudino sang, "The Wedding
Song" and "0 Perfect Love"
accompanied by Terry
Fletcher on the piano as the
ceremony started.
Mike Wahlig, brother-in-law
of the bride, read selections
from Corinthians, Genesis,
and John and a selection on
marriage from the Prophet.
The vows were exchanged
before an altar arrangement
of ivory gladioli and fuji
mums.
Bride's Dress
The bride escorted to the
altar by her father and shared
in marriage by her parents,
wore a floor length Ivory
Quiana gown which extended
into a deep V bodice, all of
Venice lace. Delicate cords
encircled the empire waistling
and tied in back with
streamers. A full chapel
length train completed the
skirt.
Her silk illusion veil was
Cathedral length and caught
to an intricate lace headpiece.
The illusion was bordered with
Venice lace matching the
dress. The exquisite veil was
designed and created by Gail
Wahlig, sister of the bride.
She carried a fantasy
cascade bouquet of fuji mums,
ivory miniature carnations,
stephanotis, moss green star
flowers and ivy.
As she was escorted to the
altar, she presented her
mother and the groom's
mother each a long stem white
rose from her bouquet.
Gail Wahlig, sister of the
bride, was the matron of honor
and Pat Holton, childhood
friend of the bride, the
bridesmaid.
'They both wore identical
gowns of emerald green
quiana floor length flared
dresses which were gathered
into back-buttoned neckband
and high-waisted inset band.
The dress had elbow length
cape sleeves.
Both attendants wore a gold
locket presented by the bride.
The girls each carried a
cascade bouquet of ivory fuji
mums and apricot miniature
carnations with smilax.
Serving as best man was
Gary Fleming, brother of the
groom. The groomsman was
Mike Baudino, friend of the
groom. All attendants and the
Surgery Patient
Terry Grogan, Murray High
School senior injured in a
football game on September
23, underwent knee surgery
and is a patient in Room 504,
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Grogan, Doran Road,
Murray.
groom wore emerald green
velvet tuxedoes with satin
lapels.
The ushers were Dale
Fleming, brother of the
groom, and Greg Cherry,
nephew of the bride.
After the wedding vows
were repeated, the unity
candle was lit by the bride and
groom. As the couple was
kneeling, Miss Baudino sang
"The Lord's Prayer."
For "something old" she
wore her grandmother's ivory
neck broach of clasped hands-
a symbol of friendship and
sincerity. "Something
borrowed" was a friend's
petite point handkerchief tied





A reception followed at the
Lion's Hall in Marseilles, Ill.,
Assisting were Pat qatza,
Kathy Cunico, Ruth Close,
Donna Gatza, Chris Osiza,
Cathy Geurin, Cindy Mc-
Pherson, and Carol Fleming.
Following their wedding trip
to Wisconsin, Mr. and Mrs.
Fleming reside in Marseilles.
The groom is employed with
DuPont in Seneca, Illinois.
Rehearsal Dinner
The rehearsal dinner was
hosted by the groom's parents
at Mini Lounge in Marseilles.
'Presents for the attendants
were presented after a
delightul dinner.
Free for the Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
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Carter Wins One
WASHINGTON — The shaky
ceasefire that President Carter finally
pulled off in southern Lebanon this
week 14 as the result of a cliffhanging
drama boldly played cut here. in Israel.
and in Saudia Arabia totally concealed
from public view
The stakes were far hi.ther than
suspected. both for Jinm Carter's
slim hopes for an Arab-Israeli
settlement 1. S relations with
two intimate M..least  illies Israel and
Sau,ila Arara
For the ;::tie. the President sent
a tough '711 x.e irning t.) Israeli
Prune Mi:-.•ter Men  ,'"em Begin: if-he
did not order marauding Israeli troops
— at least two companies of infantry
plus armored personnel carriers and
"super-Sherman" tanks — back into
Israel from southern Lebanon. Begin
could not count on the good offices of
the American President.
Coupled with this warning, after
months of Israeli defiance over Carter
peace plans, was an only marginally
less stern summons to Saudia Arabia:
persuade the Palestine Liberation
Organization r PLO) to'pull out.of their
Israeli border areas. As the PLO's chief
subsidizer, the Saudis are powerful
persuaders.
For Begin, the possibility of truly
alienating the American President was,
in the words of one Mideast expert, "a
real and priesent danger." The
implication sent Begin by top-secret
diplomatic message through U. S.
Ambassador Samuel W. Lewis was that
the U.S. could not go on financing
Israel's economy and security while
Israel's army was on the loose in a
neighboring country.
Adding to this pressure, Israeli
Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan was
bluntly told last week by a U.S. Senator
and loyal friend of Israel that Begin
must stop :his encroachment of the
occupied West Bank. "I don't have to
apologize for my credentials as a friend
of Israel," Sen. Abraham Ribicoff told
Dayan at a closed-door luncheon given
by the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee Sept. 20. Ribicoff then
dropped this warning: more Israeli
settlements on the West Bank might
make it impossible for the U.S. to
oppose a United Nations resolution
condemning Israel.
In similar vein, Dayan also got the
full force of Mr. Carter's true feelings
about southern Lebanon in his talks
with the President last week. Dayan,
who is regarded by some diplomats
here as "flexible," undoubtedly
informed the prime minister following
those talks that, with Mr. Carter angry
over Lebanon and the U.S. Senate
unhappy over the settlements, Israel
might consider a tactical retreat.
That retreat led to the ceasefire in
southern Lebanon. but it would not have
taken place without the ?resident's
stern pressure on Saudia Arabia — a
more significant player in the Arab-
Israeli struggle than generally
realized.
With the Saudis, Mr. Carter's tack
was the preservation in good health of
the U.S.-Saudi Arabian alliance:
without Saudi muscle Co move
Palestinian guerrillas away from the
Israeli border, the President would
have trouble persuading Congress to
approve the sale of F-15 fighter aircraft
to Riyadh.
Putting the squeeze on the Saudis
was, in its way, more delicate tliki
squeezing Begin. The reason: by
common consent here, the PLO
guerrillas would have withdrawn from
the border under arrangements agreed
to earlier, but the provocation of
Israel's mini-invasion changed their
mind.
Such niceties of right and wrong
played little part in Jimmy Carter's
rising anger. The Saudis, by virtue of
their tremendous wealth, were by far
the most persuasive agents for dealing
with the PLO. The value they place on
their U.S. connection was reason
enough to do as Mr. Carter asked.
What particularly maked the
presidential handling of this crisis
between the U.S. and Israel over
southern Lebanon was its novelty: _it
was the first clear example that Mr.
Contemporary Religious Thought
The Up And Out
By TOM POWELL
Spring Creek Baptist Church
The Church has always had a soft
place in its heart for the down and out
sinner. In fact, the Church is the only
institution, outside of the Hell's Angels,
in which you have to admit you are bad,
before you can get in. The Church is
interested in those who can stand and
say "I once was a drug addict, a
prostitute or the town drunk. But, one
day, I met Jesus, all that changed and
here I am today."
"Amen Brother!" the congregation
shouts. "Praise the Lord, that He is
able to save a derelict like you. Praise
the Lord!"
While we shout praises to God for
saving the down and out sinner, let us
not forget his city cousin, the up and out
sinner. Success has ruined more
individuals than failure. There is but
one direction, one can go, once he has
Bible Thought
1 and my Father are one. John
10:30.
Jesus visited this world to show
us what God is like. God's love is
like the love of Jeius. Take a good
look, He is your Saviour.
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area:
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224:-
3120
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
/ Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reeched
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing I-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators




Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
201 S. 3rd Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
•
reached to top. The individual at the top
of the pile, needs prayer and love as
much as the one on the bottom.
John's Gospel in the New Testament
introduces us to an up and out sinner.
His name is Nicodemus and seemingly
he . has everything one needs to be
successful. He was a member of the
Sannhedrin, or the Supreme Court of
his day. Nicodemus was a religious
man with power, wealth, education and
family. He was a successful up and out
sinner. Yet, there was one thing
missing in his life. Success did not give
inner peace or contentment. This was
why he came to Jesus.
The Church does God a great
injustice by limiting its field of
prospects. The man making one
quarter of a million dollars per year
needs Christ as much as one on welfare.
Let us not shorten God's hand to save.
Looking Back
Carter may be mastering the technique
of rapid, silent diplomatic movement
made possible by American power
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maneuvers that forced Israel back
from territories she has long coveted
for both security and economic reasons.
For one thing, net a single U.S.
politician interceded on Israel's behalf:
the legal case against her was too
obvious.
More important, even though
southern Lebanon could have exploded
into Arab-Israeli War, it was only a
sideshow to the main attraction:
reconvening the Arab-Israeli peace
conference. It was only one part of the
tangled issues, most of them
procedural, that must be straightened
out before the Israelis and the Arabs
can be brought together at Geneva.
Thus, although Mr. Carter played his
secret hand brilliantly in this sideshow,
the larger issues remain impenetrable
and menacing: the rolle of the PLO, the
unavoidable question of a Palestininian
homeland and the Arab demand for full
Israeli withdrawal from all Arab lands
captured in 1967.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, September 30, the
273rd day of 1977. There are 92 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history: On this,
date in 1954, the first atomic-powered
submarine, the USS Nautilus, was
commissioned by the U.S. Navy.
On this date:
In 1787, the sailing ship Columbia left
Boston on the first voyage around the
world by an American ship.
In 1882, the first hydroelectric power
station in the United States was opened
at Appleton, Wis.
In 1938, at a meeting in Munich,
Germany, British and French leaders
agreed to Nazi Germany's annexation
of Czechoslovakia's Sudetenland.
In 1943, the British 5th Army
captured Naples, Italy in World War II.
In 1946, an.„ international military
tribunal in Nuremberg, Germany found
22 top German Nazi leaders guilty of
War crimes, and eleven were sentenced
to death.
In 1971, the United States and the
Soviet Union signed pacts designed to
avoid accidental nuclear war.
Ten years ago: President Lyndon
Johnson named Dean Erwin Griswold
of the Harvard Law School as the new
U.S. Solicitor General.
Five years ago: U.S. fighter bombers
destroyed 14 planes in heavy strikes
against four air bases in North
Vietnam.
One year ago: Congress overrode
President Gerald Ford's veto of a $56
billion appropriations bill for social
'services.
Today's birthdays: Writer Truman
Capote is 53 years old. Actress Deborah
Kerr is 56. Singer Johnny Mathis is 42.
Thought for today: Riches are not an
end of life, but an instrument of life —
Henry Ward Beecher, American
clergyman, 1813-1887.
10 Years Ago
Farmers named to sere on the
Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation ( ASCS ) Calloway County
Committee are 011ie-C. Hall, Otto W.
Chester, N.E. Cohoon, O.L. Cain, Jr.,
and Glenn E. Rogers.-
Bro. Paul Matthews will be teacher
for a series of lessons on "The Bible and
Human History" at the University
Church of Christ, October 2 to 5.
20 Years Ago
Bill Boyd, vice-president of the
Peoples Bank, emphasized various
aspects of the banking business at the
meeting of the Kiwanis Club.
Winners have been announced for the
fall show held by the New Providence
Riding Club.
Beverly Goode, daughter of Mr. and.
Mrs. Kenneth Goode, has enrolled for
her junior year at Purdue University,
West Lafayette ,Ind.
The :picture of the student body of the
Chestnik Grove School in the year 1910
is published today.
For the past thfee months a project
has been underway locally to establish
school for mentally retarded children of
Murray and Calloway County. When
established the school will be called
"New Hope."
Deaths reported include U. Perdbe,
age 79, Nute Schroeder, age 74, and
Mrs. Nellie Oliver, age 76.
30 Y ears Ago
The Murray State College
Thoroughbreds, coached by Jim
Cullivan, won their opening football
game with Florence, Alabama by the
score of 7 to 0.
Births reported include a boy,
TliomakWilson, to Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Hap Miirdock on September 20.
The Max Churchill Funeral Home
announced this week the addition of a
new 1957 Cadillac ambulance to the
firm's service.
Murray State College President
Ralph H. Woods will welcome new
students to the college at a program in
chapel tomorrow morning. New faculty
members will also be introduced. The
Rev. Robert Jarman, minister of the
First Christian Church, will invite all
students to attend the church of their.
choice in Murray.
Dr. Gordon Wilson of Bowling Green,
formerly of Calloway County, will
preside at the meeting of the Kentucky
Ornithological Society at Murray State
College October 3-5. Grace Wyatt of
Murray is the society's West Kentucky
Councillor.
Deaths reported include John David
Outland, age 72.
Marriages announced include Miss
Quava Clark to Eugene Smith on
September 20. •
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Wayne Burton on September
28, a boy to Mt. and Mrs. Glyn Smith on
September 29, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Jackson on September 29.
6t1IZPIt166D THAT OTHEIZ v•k3IZLD
Clite5 HAVEiT 56004





Murray Ledger ili. Times Editor
Anyone who would like to take a
driver training course free of charge
should call Rex Alexander at Murray
State University.
Rex tells us that anyone who has a
driving permit, or who can get one, is
qualified to take the course which is
offered in connection with a driver
education teaching class at MSU.
To find out more about the course,
call Rex at 762-6826.
0+.0
WASHINGTON,D.C. (Sept. 26
U.S. Congressman Carroll Hubbard
has indicated that "more than 30,000
constituents in Kentucky's First
Congressional District have expressed
themselves in writing thus far on nine
key issues" in the legislator's latest
opinion poll.
The issue of the Panama Canal Treaty
has sparked the greatest interest.
There is strong sentiment against the
Treaty in Western Kentucky with
slightly more than 20,000 votes counted.
Opposition has continued at ninety
percent or more since the first ballots
were counted early in September. The
present tally is: 2,034 for the Panama
Canal Treaty and 18,103 opposed.
Hubbard stated, "This heavy
response to ,' the September
questionnaire is evidence of the
people's concerns."
One question asked for views on
continuing Saturday mail delivery.
Approximately 54 percent or 10,898
avorea giving up Saturday deliveries
to reduce post office department costs.
Only nine percent of the respondents
wanted to cut defense spending. Eight
thousand of the 20,000 counted believed
the defense budget should be increased.
Slightly more than half of the votes
tallied were . for continuing at the
present level.




One is surprised that Dr. Herndon
would cite the right of Americans "to
own and bear arms," guaranteed by an
amendment to the Constitution, in his
argument against gun control. It is a
well-known fact that the amendment
refers to the right of states to raise
militia units and not to the individual's
right to bear arms.
. Dr. Herndon refers to "irresponsible
do-gooders" who wish to control the use
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Jim Johnson, executive secretary of
the Murray Chamber of Commerce, put
in a plug for tourism in his latest report
to the chamber membership.
Johnson said:
"The tourist business continues to be
one of our greatest assets. Recent
figures indicate that 1976 surpassed all
expectations. Kentucky Lake continues
to leadthe way for the entire Tennessee
Valley. Over 16 million visited
Kentucky Lake last year and the Land
Between the Lakes registered 2.3
million. Over 400,000 of these stayed
overnight.
''Kentucky Dam Village had 6,675,000
visitors with 180,000 of them staying
overnight. A little over 1,200,000 visited
Kenlake State Park and 50,000 stayed
overnight. More than 2,000,000 visited
Barkley Lake State Park with over
100,000 staying overnight.
-The tourists spent over $1 billion in
Kentucky and $62,000,000 in the eight
counties surrounding the lakes.






HEARTLINE: My husband retired
last year and he just sits around the
house. I feel he needs a hobby, but he
thinks of them as kids' stuff. Can you
give me some information so I can stop
him from dying of boredom?-S.W.
A. In a recent survey, several
hundred retired persons gave credit to
a hobby as chief life-saver during their
retirement years. Yeur husband might
be surprised to learn how many highly
esteemed skills and artistic
achievements have resulted from
hobbies. Some hobbyists have achieved
greater renown in their retirement than
they had in their business or
professional careers.
Even if your husband does not win
fame and fortune, the pleasure and
satisfaction that the right hobby will
bring him will add a glow to his
retirement years. We have prepared a
list of hobbies and a list of books on the
subject. To receive your free lists, write
"Heartline-Hobbies," 114 E. Dayton
St., West Alexandria,- Ohio 45381 .
Please send a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope.
HEARTLINE: Can you tell me what
is meant by a "limited-coverage"
health insurance policy?-T.D.
A. Some companies issue limited-
coverage policies at an understandably
low cost. Examples are cancer policies
or accident policies which cover only
certain injuries. Under such plans, all
risks, other than those stated in the
policy, are excluded.
For people who have problems
understanding their health insurance,
Heartline has developed "Headline's'
Guide to Health Insurance." This book
covers major questions you will have
concerning the. purchase of health
insurance, Medicare supplements and
disability income policies. There is also
a policy checklist which will help you in
asking questions of an insurance agent.
To order your copy, send $1.50 to
"Heartline's Guide to Health
Insurance," Box 4994, Des Moines,
Iowa 50306. Please allow six weeks for
delivery.
HEARTLINE: I am drawing Social
Security disability for myself, as does
my daughter. I am divorced and my
husband pays me child support
benefits. I am going to apply for
Supplemental Security Inenme benefits
also. Will the money that I receive for
child support be counted as income
when I apply for Supplemental Security
Income?-D.B.
A. Two-thirds of the money you
receive for child support payments will
be counted as income when figuring
your income for income for
Supplemental Security Income








While Christ was teaching in the
temple at Jerusalem, the scribes and
Pharisees, who repeatedly sought
opportunities to take advantage of and
to entrap Christ, brazzenly barged into
His presence, bringing to Him a woman
whom they had snoopingly caught in
the act of adultery. According to the
law of Moses (Deuteronomy 22:23-24)
such a person should be stoned when
her sin was attested to by tweraens
These critics asked the law of
Moses should be administered in this
case or would He propose another rule
for them to go by? Really they were not
concerned about this sinful woman, but
they were vitally interested in finding
some basis on which to bring both
religious and civil charges against
Christ. In the event that He should say
that she should not be stoned to death,
they would accuse Him of being an
enemy of Moses and charge Him with
breaking his law, which prescribed the
death penalty. If Christ should agree
with Moses and declare that the woman
should be executed, He would then be in
trouble with the Roman government,
whose officials had the sole authority to
impose the death penalty.
Christ did not reply to His
Hypocritical questioner, but stooped
and wrote with His finger in the sand%
soil. Since nobody knows what Hit
wrote, any speculation on our part is
unnecessary and unwise. Undaunted by
His ignoring them, and thinking that
perhaps they had puzzled and
perplexed HIm to such an extent that
He did not know what to say, His
questioner pressed for an immediate
answer, Knowing that they wanted to
murder the. Messiah, Christ exposed.
them by saying, "He that is without sin
among you, let hip first cast a stone at
her." How appropriate that remark
was! Christ was willing for any of them
who had never committed adultery in
their hearts to stone the woman for her
sin. Again, Christ stooped and wrote 
the ground. All of the thoroughly
humiliated critics withdrew themselves
with the least possible notice from
others.
Cake 6:37-42
Christ devoted a part of the Sermon
on the Mount to those who were
addicted to the sinful habit of judging,
criticizing, and condemning others.
Unfortunately, some seemingly have
nothing else to talk about except their
acquaintances. They discuss their
conduct, accuse them of having
unworthy motives, repeat slanderous
statements about them, and derive
satisfaction from condemning them.
Such an uncharitable and censorious
spirit hinders Christian fellowship and
hampers the work of Christ. Therefore,
Christ commanded His followers to
abstain from indulgence in,this sin.
Looking for faults and seeking to tear
down others in order to build up self
arrests one's intellectual and spiritual
development and is a sure way of
ministering to one's own wretchedness
and of destroying one's usefulness. As
you judge others, you will be judged.
The measure you give will be the
measure you get. The standard you set
for others must be the measure of your
own conduct. Life moves in a circle,
and what we give to others we get from
them: We want others to take a
generous interest in us. to look for the
best in us, and to help lighten our leads.
Therefore, let us take a genuine interest
in others, look for the best in them, and
strive to lighten their burdens. In other
words, treat the other fellow as you
would want to be treated under similar
circumstances.
Anf remember that a faultfinder is
never a reliable factfinder. To seek the
worst in others is to become blind to the
best that is in them. Searching for
blemishes in others causes on to treat
trivial matters as though they were of
major importance.
If you would overcome this
hypocritical and censorious spirit
recognize the sinfulness of it, repent of
it, and rely upon God's grace to help
you overcome it.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
sigged by the writer and the writer's
addl-ess and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address • correspondence to:
',Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
It
I. • .1161. •
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Open 24 hours a day, Every Day!
HAND DIPPED ICE CREAM SUNDAES & SHAKES
Famous For Charbroiled Steaks and Seafood Dinners
Sandwiches d Platters
S. Points Murray Ky.
SERVED II 00 PM II 00 A M
UNTIL 11 NOON ON SUNDAYS
PRIVATE
DINING ROOM




The Nation's No. 1 Creditor
in Agriculture
304 No. 4th Murray,Ky.
u•
FOLLOW ME is the word from guard Jerry Lee of the Racers as he supplies a block for Randy 'ones, the Racer fullback and a former star














Direct Service to Louisville,
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Large Stock ol Foreign Car Parts
ANIL
INAPA, 16.0.4






78's Will Be Arriving Soon!
CJ-5, Pacer & Pacer Wagon,
AMX, Giemlin, Concord & Matador
Cain AMC Jeep






206 East Mom 7534194
West Kentucky
Rural Telephone
237 No. 8th, Mayfield
Serving Graves, Calloway, Marshall,





401 Olive - 753-5321
All The Way Tigers
Hours:
6 a.m. til 11 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.
6 a.m. til Midnight fri. & Sat.
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Calloway (Freshman Team
Loses 18-6 To Bombers
It was like a treadmill for
the Calloway County fresh-
man football team Thursday
night at Ballard Memorial.
-We'd have a good gain of
five or six yards but then on
the next play, we'd lose it in
penalties." Coach Stan
Outland said in looking back
on the Lakers' 18-6 loss to the
Bombers.
We didn't play that good or
that bad. I really felt we
should have beaten them. But
we made too many mistakes.
And there were some other
things too.
The officials didn't explain
the options to our quar-
terback. For instance, on one
play, we lost possession of the
ball because of it." Outland
said.
"We had more penalties
than we've ever had
before.. .things like not having
a modthpiece in, illegal
procedure and encroachment.
We ran fairly well off tackle
but the penalties just killed
us,'• Outland added.
Ballard scored in the first
quarter. On a third and long
yardage play, the Bombers
ran for 50 yards down to the
Laker five-yard line. Then on
the next play, they scored and
went up 6-0.
Calloway made it 6-6 in the
middle of the second period on
an 80-yard TD run up the
middle by Shane Morton. The
conversion failed. The contest
remained a 6-6 tie at in-
termission.
Ballard used an option play
midway through the third
period as the end pitched to
the halfback and the Bombers
were able to go 50 yards for
the TD, again the conversion
failed and Ballard led 12-6.
Their final score came after
a bad snap from center
resulted in a fumble and
Ballard took over on the
Calloway five and scored on
the next play.
The Lakers had a chance to
tie the game when they were
behind 12-6 as they worked
down to the Ballard 11 but a
holding penalty and a motion
penalty killed the drive.
Then the TD, after the bad
snap from center, wrapped up
the win for the frosh Bombers.
"Defensively, it was the
same people who played
well," Outland said.
'`I felt Westley Bowden gave
us a good game at his end
position, Richard Young at
tackle and Tim McAlister at
linebacker.
"On offense, we had good
blocking on the line from
Richard Young and Randy
Manning at the tackle spots.
As far as the backs are con-
cerned, Ricky Barrow did a
good job at halfback. It's the
first time he's played the
position. Tim McAlister is still
slowed down by a muscle pull
and he wasn't able to play
much offense," Outland ad-
ded.
The Laker frosh, now 2-3 on
the season, play a 6:30 p.m.
game next Thursday at
Benton.
The Laker jayvees will play
a 6:30 p.m. game Tuesday at
Marshall County.
All Retains Crown With Decision
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The
way it looked on national
television, it was all over after
the 12th round. As many as SO
million people in the TV
audience knew Earnie
Shavers would lose.
Muhammad Ali said he knew
it.
Then, why didn't Shavers
know it?
"I thought I was ahead. My
corner told me I was ahead,"
Shavers said after losing his
only shot at the world
heavyweight title in a 15-round
decision to All Thursday night
at Madison Square Garden.
"I threw a couple of pretty
good shots, but I didn't hit him
real hard. I was trying to save
myself," said Shavers. "I
didn't go after him because I
thought he might have been
faking it."
The simple fact of the
matter was that after the 12th,
the TV audience had been
informed by NBC — which
was revealing the referee's
and judges' decision round-by-
round — that Ali had eight
check-marks on his side of the
card. Shavers' only cliance
was a knockout.
Over on Ali's side of the
ring, they were keeping track.
Trainer Angelo Dundee , had
arranged with Eddie Brice, a
Baltimorearea fight
promoter, to shuttle between
the dressing room TV sét and
ringside to keep tabs on ow
things were going.
No such anngements hd
been made on Shavers' side
the ring, and no one in th
Garden audience of 14,613 wa
aware of the cards. Afte
some discussion, John F.X
Condon, head of Garde
publicity, said it was decided
not to transmit the NBC
information to the live
audience or to reporters. The
New York State Athletic
Commission had
OPPORTUNITY DAYS
THEY ARE HERE NOW
BUY NOW AND SAVE!
1977 Continental Mark V, only 6,600 miles.
1976 Continental Mark iy, Cartier Edition.
1976 Continental Mark IV, only standard equipment.
1976 T-Bird, low mileage, loaded.
1976 Ford LTD Landau, fully equipped.
1975 Pontiac Grand Prix, only 29,000 miles.
1975 Pontiac Catalina, 4 door, sharp.
1975 Pontiac Astro Hatchback, air, automatic.
1975 Chevrolet Monte Carlo, like new.
1974 Chevrolet Monte Carlo, black, new tires.
TRUCKS - TRUCKS
Previously Owned Pickups
1976 Ford Automatic Transmission, air conditioner.
1976 Ford Super Cab, like new.
1974 Ford, 4 speed transmission, 4-wheel drive.
1973 Chevrolet, 4 wheel drive, rough, cheap.
1973 GMC, air, power, automatic.
1971 GMC, V-8 standard transmission.
1974 Toyota, long bed, air conditioner.
1973 Toyota, only 32,000 miles.
BARGAIN SPECIALS FOR A WEEK!
1972 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, $1,800.
1972 Chrysler New Yorker, 4 door, $1,200.
BEST PRICES EVER
See Bob Baker, Tom Moore, Aubrey Hatcher
HATCHER AUTO
SALES115 S. 12th
recommended against it as
being possibly disruptive,
Condon said.
"But we didn't tell Ali,"
Dundee said. "We didn't want
him to know. He might have
let up, and you can't do that
against a guy like Shavers."
Ali, however, said he had
been told at one point during
the fight that he was ahead,
and that he would have
thought so anyway. He looked
like a fighter trying to hang
onto his lead in the 13th and
14th rounds, which went to
Shavers on the cards of the
two judges and the referee,
Johnny Lo-Bianco.
"I took some punches that
would have knocked any man
out," said Ali, his face swollen
from the beating he had taken
from Shavers, considered one
of boxing's all-time hardest
hitters.
"Hurt me? Yeah, he hurt
me a couple of times," Ali
said. "I was almost knocked
out two or three times. I was
out on my feet. But the experts
told you right. I can take a
punch ... I knew I had it won ...
I am the greatest fighter of all
time."
After the 12th round, the two
judges' cards had All ahead 8-
4, and LoBianco had it 8-3 with
one even. That's when
Shavers, who had never one
past 10 rounds in his ca r,
came on strong.
Shavers won the 13th on four
solid rights to Ali's head, while
the champion danced, oovered
up and hardly threw a punch.
The 14th went to Shavers in a
more spectacular fashion.
Shavers came out swinging
those lumberjack fists that
have scored 19 first-round
knockouts in 54 victories (52
knockouts in all). He caught
Ali in the corner and a mighty
right landed.
Ali's feet went out from
under him, and the count on
the auditorium loudspeaker
ent to "two" before
LoBianco waved off the count,
saying it was a slip. But Ali
was in trouble.
Shavers continued to press,
and he caught the champion
with another right as All lay
against the ropes.
"My corner told me was
three rounds ahead on
points," said Shavers. "I knew
Ali was hurt, but I couldn't tell
whether he was faking it. He's
good at that. He always fakes
it when you hit him."
The 15th round — by which
time Shavers was expected to
have been showered, dressed
and on his way back home to
the farm in Warren, Ohio —
was a slugfest. Not since Ali-
Joe Frazier in Manila was
there such a round in
heavyweight boxing.
All had Shavers in the
corner, pounding
combinations, hooking off the
jab, and Shavers was
wobbling. Both fighters were
exhausted. Shavers found one
more punch, and it saved him
from a knockout.
He threw a looping left that
connected squarely with Ali's
forehead. The punch still had
enough to rock the champion
— "It almost knocked me
out," said Ali — and it bought
Ali's Love For Showmanship
Will Be His Downfall In Ring
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
Muhammad All listens to
two voices — the two voices of
Ali, in addition to that of Allah
— and the paramount question
in boxing today is:
Which voice will he heed?
Tune an ear to the two
voices of Ali, as he repeated
them himself Thursday night
from the dais of Madison
Square Garden's Felt Forum
after a punishing 15-round
decision over Earnie Shavers:
All No. 1: "My hands hurt.
My kneel hurt. My bones ache
all over. ,They had to rub me
down for an hour before I
could get here. Soon I gotta
bow out. I gotta leave this
Poor All. All No. 1 is
whispering sound advice in his
uncauliflowered ear. Allah is
sending down signals from
heaven. But All hears only one
voice. That is the voice of All
No. 2. That is his ego.
The date that Ali should
have hung up his gloves was
Oct. 1, 1975 — two years ago
almost to the day — after his
tremendous 14th round
knockout of Joe Frazier in
Manila in the third and rubber
match of their magnificent
series.
It was Ali's finest hour. ,It
was the Everest in a career of
valleys of despair and peaks of
grandeur. By crushing a
heavily favored George
Foreman in Zaire, he had won
back the championship
wrested from him by edict, not
by another's fists. He had
redeemed an earlier defeat at
Ken Norton's hands. He had
beaten every contender and
was sitting on a mountain of
millions.
Triumph and success do not
accelerate the blood gushing
through this man's veins.
Neither does money. He
counts his fortune in the
millions. What motivates him
is the adulation of his people.
'Ali! Ali! Ali!' That's the
only music he hears. It's the
only tune he will dance to.
And he will dance to it until
some young buck with a
thunderclap punch comes
along and sends ' him
sprawling to the canvas for
the full count — an
embarrassment he has never
experienced, a calamity his
agile mind cannot visualize.
A battered old journeyman
named Earnie Shavers almost
did it Thursday night. He
subjected the champion to
punishment such as Ali had
taken before from only two
men: Joe Frazier and Ken
Norton. But All, several times
jarred and seemingly on the
verge of a knockout in the 13th
and 14th rounds, survived on
his own rusting skills and an
almost inhuman faculty for
coming back from near
disaster.
"I never saw a man who
could suck it up and bounce
back like this man," said
trainer Angelo Dundee. "The,
15th round was,one of his
greatest."
Ali remains an athletic
marvel. Unfortunately, he is
wed to bombast and attention.
He is half fighter and half
showman. And it's his love for
showmanship, always on
center stage, that ultimately
will do him in.
thing while I am on top."
Ali No. 2: "When I am
shook, when I am in trouble,
when I am getting pounded
and booed, when I got money
in the bank, I have a whole lot
of heart. I get hit by blows that
would knock out other men. I
don't fall. lam the greatest."
Ali No. 1: "He hurt me four
or five times. I am older now,
35 years old. I got hit with
shots a younger All would
never get hit with. This guy
was great. People sure get in
shape for me. I'm saying
good-bye to this, man."
Ali No. 2: "It was Allah who
brought me through. I was
tired. I burned up a lot of
energy.. I walked the streets
talking to poor people. But
Allah led me the right way. I
prayed to Allah, 'Please don't
let me disgrace myself before
these infidels.' I gotta give
credit to Allah — he brought
me through."
All No. 1: "Joe Frazier has
retired. George Foreman has
retired. They hadn't even
started when I took the title
from Sonny Liston. Now
maybe it's time for me to
retire. I have done everything.
This was a good fight to quit
on.,,
All No. 2: "Now that I've
won, I will wait maybe 12
months, make a lot of money
on commercials and
endorsements. Then I will
decide whether to fight again
or not. I must wait and see."
Shavers time.
At the bell signaling the end,
Shavers was nearly out.
"Another 30 seconds, and I
would have knocked him out,"
said All.
"I haven't been this tired
since the fight in Manila," he
said. "I knew I had it won, but
that closing show in the 15th
really made it look good.
You've got to realize I've got a
lot of heart. I'm a real
champion. My hands hurt, my
knees hurt, my back hurts.
I'm 35 years old, and with the
wear and tear I've been
through, it's a miracle I did
that for 15 rounds."
Both judges — Tony
Castellano and Mrs. EvEL
Sham, the first woman ever td
judge a heavyweight title fight
— scored it 9-6. LoBianco had
it 9-5 with the ninth round
even. The Associated Press
scored it 10-5.
"Now it's time for me to
scrutinize things. I've got to
get out while I'm still on top,"
said Ali, renewing his old
theme of possible retirement.
"It's time to say good-bye to
this thing."
It has been rumored that All
will fight South African Gem
Coatzee in November, but All
said nothing was definite.
Coatzee made an appearance
at the news conference, told
All that he wanted to fight him
and was quickly told to leave
the stage. "Let's not turn this
into a vaudeville act," Condon
said.
Bob Arum of Top Rank Inc.
had said he would meet today
with All to discuss a fight, but
All denied that also.
"They've got to talk to me
before they do anything," All
said. "But I'm gonna think
about this. I've got 12 months
before I have to fight again."
The victory for All, who
weighed 225, was his 19th
defense since he recaptured
his title from George Foreman
in 1974. All has a record of 55-2
with 37 knockouts (he hasn't
knocked out an opponent since
he stopped Richard Dunn in
the fifth round in May, 1976).
The 33-year-old Shavers,
2111,4, has a record of 54-6-1.
Sign Free Agent
SEATTLE ( AP) — The
Seattle Seahawks have signed
Mike Jones, a free agent
linebacker from Jackson
State, Coach Jack Patera
announced late Thursday.
To make room for Jones on
the National Football League
team's 45-man roster,
linebacker Amos Martin was
placed on the Seahawks's
injured-reserved list. Martin
underwent surgery Thursday
to have cartilage removed
from a knee injured last week
against Cincinnati.
Jones, a 6-2, 224-pound
rookie, was in the Dallas
Cowboys camp earlier this
year and played against the
Seahawks at the Kingdome
last month.
Patera said Jones could see
his first action on special




Ray Clark, Superintendent, City of Murray Street
Department, announces that the Street Department
will begin its annual leaf pick up service for the citizens
of the City of Murray effective immediately. Leaves
should be put in plastic bags and placed at the curb. To
avail themselves of this service, residents are asked to
call 753-3790 between the hours of 7:00 A.M. and 3:30
P.M.
The regular leaf machine pick up will begin later in the
season and will be announced by the news media.
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Deluxe 20.1 Cu. ft. Frost-less
REFRIGERATOR with

















• Slotted mask in line tube
• One touch tuning
• Flush tone correction











Drop-in cam for creative
stitch
Stitches: Straight,
Zigzag, 3 stretch for knits.
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• ANL Switch, Squelch.
fine tuning
• LED channel readouts
• Antenna warning indicator
light





• Precision vet multi-level
cooking control
• Automatic defrost
• 600 wait cooking power
• 25 minute timer
NOW 229488ONLY
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woo 29095
'7 tall C..11
• 2 level. of wash-action
• "Pots and Pans" cycle
• Energy Saver button
• 3 auto. dispensers
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Typical Examples...Many More To Choose From! tit,
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Give Racers Tough Test
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
So you like offensive football...
Before the season started at Murray State University, headcoach Bill Furgerson promised Racer fans would see some
offensive football this season. They did. In the first two
garnes, Racer fans saw football that was offensive to them.
So now that the terms are straightened out and last week's
21-19 loss to Tennessee Tech produced some offensive foot-
ball, rather than offending, there may be some more of thesame Saturday when Morehead rolls down from the moun-tains to meet the Racers in Roy Stewart Stadium.
First of all, the Racers got their pest performances of the
season from the offensive line last week and responded with
over 350 yards in total offense. With the added confidence,
that's one sign fans might be in for a wild game Saturday.
The second indication on the football weather map that
would make one think a wild game is in store is a big front:
that front is the interior offensive line of Morehead.
The Eagles go 6-3 and 235, 6-2 and 230, 6-1 and 230, 6-2 and
235 and 6-2 and 240. Behind that front is quarterback Phil
SiTTIMS who leads the Ohio Valley Conference in total yards.
"We're going to have to rush Simms effectively," said
Murray coach Bill Furgerson..
'As his completion percentage indicates, he'i very ac-
curate," Furgerson added.
Simms has completed 41 of 65 passes for 613 yards.. in
three games. That's an average of just over 200 yards per
game.
Murray quarterback Mike Dickens has passed for 333 yar-
ds in three games.
On the ground, the teams have similar statistics. Morehead
has gained 375 yards, the Racers 333 yards.
The top runner for Morehead is Carl Linton with 105 yards
while Murray's top runner is freshman tailback Danny Lee
Johnson who has 156 yards.
So to put it quite simply, neither team has been burning up
the yardage on the ground.
Furgerson said his ballclub has "quite a few bumps and
Racer-Eagle Cumulative Stats
Murray Morehead
42 First Downs 49
333 Rushing 375
117 Rushing Plays 128
68 , Passes Att. 65
36-68-4 Passes Comp. 41-65-2
185 Total Plays 193
698 Total Offense 988
232.7 Average Per Game 329.3
34.0 Punting Avg. 37.1
6 Fumbles Lost 6
161 Penalty Yards 204
Racers' Results
Murray Opponent
13 Southeast Mo. 6
0 Delta State 38
19 Tennessee Tech 21





24 Middle Tenn. 21
63 Total Points 72
Sigma, Sigma, Sigma
SLAVE DAY
Saturday, 9 AM - 3 PM
Phone 753-4170
bruises but nothing too serious." Wide receiver Larry Fox-
well and freshman specialist Lindsey Hudspeth will both be
sidelined for the game with injuries and of course, defensive
back Jim O'Connor is out for the season.
Otherwise, the Racers will go into the game with the same
personnel as they did last week in the loss to Tech.
The Racers had six turnovers, four fumbles and two in-
terceptions, in last week's loss.
"You have to give Tech a lot of credit for that. We're going
to Wive to try and eliminate our mistakes arid play with the
same intensity we had last week if we are to win.
"It's tough to take a loss like last week. You are so up for
the game and play well but yet lose. But there were a lot of
bright spots for us," Furgerson said.
"We made a defensive stand in the third quarter that for-
ced them into a field goal situation, which they missed. Had
they made that field goal, it would have just about put them
out of reach.
"And though we did miss the two-point conversion that
would have tied the game, I thought we played very well
down the stretch in the 84-yard scoring drive in the final three
minutes of the game.
"I was also quite pleased with our line play, particularly
our guards. Mike Shields blocked 79 per cent and Dan Hut-
chison 74 per cent. We're still blessed with some depth at our
runningback positions. We have two or three people in each
position who can play," Furgerson said.
Morehead comes into the game 1-1-1 and the Eagles are 1-0
in the league after having won 24-21 at home over Middle Ten-
nessee last week. The Racers are 1-2 overall and 0-1 in the
league.
After the Morehead game, the Racers will go on the road
for games at Martin, Middle and East Tennessee before
returning home October 29 for Homecoming against Eastern
Kentucky.
Saturday's 7:30 p.m. game will be the final home night
game of the season.
Tiger Frosh Get 16-14
Overtime Win At Jetton
One of the Murray High
freshman players summed it
up the best:
"It wasn't me, it was the
line," Robert Santagado told
his coach, James Pigg, after
scoring the winning two-point
conversion Thursday night as
the Tigers downed host Jetton
16-14.
"I guess that statement
speaks well of the type of
game we played," Coach Pigg
said.
"We got good play from all
our backs and good blocking.
And on defense, we had a good
effort from everyone," Pigg
added.
At halftime, the score was
tied at 8-8 and that's the way it
remained until overtime.
Murray won the coin toss in
the overtime and elected to
play defense. Jetton took over
at the 10 with four chances to
score. They scored on a
second and goal from the 10 an
an option run. The conversion
run missed by only inches and
Jetton settled for a 14-8 lead.
Then it came the Tigers'
turn. Murray picked up five
yards on their first play as
fullback Al Ball carried down
to the five. Then on the second
play, Santagado went off right
guard and carried the ball in
to tie the game at 14-14.
Santagado had a large hole
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First Come - First Serve
Come and get'em, Only a few left and
Sale is limited to quantity in stock.
At this low price, a slight charge for delivery and set up
or bring your pickup - cash and carry. May be com-
pletely assembled in 10 minutes.






Jetton had scored the first
TD of the game early in the
opening period on a 30-yard
run and they added the
coversion for an 8-0 lead.
Early in the second period,
the Tigers capped a 70-yard
sustained march with a 12-
yard run off right end by Tim
Foster. Foster kept on the
conversion to tie the game.
One big play in the 70-yard
scoring drive was a 20-yard
pass play from quarterback
Greg Morton to Eddie
Requarth.
Near the end or the first
half, Jetton had a touchdown
called back by a penalty.
They never came close to
scoring again during
regulation play. The Tigers
moved down to the Jeton 20 in
the third period but ran out of
downs.
For the rest of the game, the
defensive play dominated
until the overtime period.
The Tiger frosh, after losing
their first game of the season
at Heath, stand at 2-1 on the
season and will host North


















































































Regardless Of Experts: Shavers Won
Sure Muhammad All won THE FIGHT. And Billy Carter
also runs the country from the privy of his gas station in
Plains while Jimmy is just a figurehead.
All lost.
He knows it, the people of NBC know it and so do most
boxing fans with any common sense.
— Why?
— Why did Shavers not finish off Ali when the champion
was hurt in the second, third and 14th rounds? Why. ..for one
thing, Shavers was pulled back each time by the referee in
the ring.
— Why did the announcers at NBC continually babble
about Ali scoring points with jabs? Ali missed 90 per cent of
the time. And in the flurry in the 14th round, Ali did get in a
couple of jabs and rights, yes. But again, almost all of them
were absorbed by Shavers' gloves.
Why was All given points for hitting Shavers' gloves? It
Just doesn't make sense. And something else didn't make
sense either. Old Howard Cosell, so we thought, was out of
this one altogether. But darned if he didn't pop up on a com-
mercial.
There is no way All won the fight. It's sick. It's Richard
Nixon and the obstruction of justice, it's Watergate, it's
General Custer and the heartbreak of psoriasis.
In 59 professional fights, Eamie Shavers had never gone
beyond 10 rounds. He was such an underdog that even the
oddsmakers in Las Vegas didn't inake any odds.
Doesn't the fact Shavers lastfd the entire fight tell you
something?
ROUND ONE — Ali did not land one single punch or jab to
the body of Shavers. Shavers connected on a couple of lead
rights. He should have won the round but instead, Mi gets
it, according to the majority rule of the judges and ring of-
ficial.
ROUND TWO — Shavers hurt All with a crushing right,
the champ was actually staggered. Shavers was pulled off
and told to back up. Shavers gets the round, according to
Brandon and the rest.
ROUND THREE — Shavers was not aggressive enough
but Ali had only one or two jabs land and they glanced off
the top of the "acorn." The round was even according to me
but Ali got it according to the judges.
ROUND FOUR — Near the end of the round, Ali was
again stunned by Shavers. Ali continued to paw and feel out
Shavers with a straight-arm right. Shavers should have
won the round, he didn't though.
ROUND FIVE — Maybe All won it. He threw a flurry of
punches but only one or two penetrated the gloves of
Shavers, whose defense resembeld the famous "peek-a-
boo" style of Floyd Patterson. The three official scorers
give it to Ali.
ROUND SIX — Ali was tired and lying on the ropes. Not
only that, he was holding and clinching to Shavers. Shavers
was smart and did not fall for the rope-a-dope tactics.
Shavers got the round in my book and in the book of those
scoring it.
ROUND SEVEN — Count them, if they ever make it into
a movie. There were three solid rights landed by Shavers.
Ali had five jabs and one combination in the
round.. .everyone of them hit the gloves of Shavers. Bran-
don says Shavers, the rest say Ali.
ROUND EIGHT — Even. All, who wanted to put Shavers
away in the seventh or eighth, kept missing during his
flurry. Judges gave the round to Ali.
ROUND NINE — Shavers did not punch much. All did. If
Ali gets points for hitting gloves, I'll get in the ring with
him. Judges Ali, Brandon even.
ROUND 10— Only one left jab out of about a dozen got in.
The punches looked fine on the tube but the camera always
stayed on Shavers' back. If you watched very closely, you
could see the jabs by Ali did not land. The round was about
'Peay Could Be Tough For Eastern
By The Associated Press
Eastern Kentucky faces an
early test in defense of its Ohio
Valley Conference football
title Saturday when the
Colonels host Austin Peay in
Richmond, Ky.
Eastern and Austin Peay
take identical 2-1 overall
records and 1-0 conference
marks into the game. Eastern
came from a 34-10 deficit to
edge East Tennessee 38-34 last
weekend while Austin Peay
drilled Western Kentucky 21-3.
In other league games,
Morehead State, 1-1-1, visits
Murray, 1-2, and East
Tennessee, 0-3, calls on
Western Kentucky, 0-3, in a
match of OVC tailenders. In
non-conference games,
Tennessee Tech, 3-0. is at
Nebraska-Omaha and Middle
Tennessee, 0-3, is at
Chattanooga.
"Anytime you hold a
Western Kentucky team to
just three points, your defense
has played a heck of a game,"
said Eastern Kentucky Coach
Roy Kid in assessing Austin
Peay. "They have a fine
tackle in James Green and
Bob Bible is an outstanding
linebacker."
The APSU defensive unit
will be tested by an Eastern
Kentucky team which ran up a
school-record 662 yards
against East Tennessee. The
Colonels also set a school
rushing mark with 510 yards.
Tailback Stan Mitchell
scored three touchdowns and
gained 172 yards in just nine
carries.
The way things are' going,
Western Kentucky might be
happy just scoring a
touchdown against East
Tennessee. The Hilltoppers.
mired in the deepest slump of
Coach Jimrn Feix's career.
have scored but single field
goals in three season-opening
losses.
"We're still stopping
ourselves so much of the time.
. . fumbles, dropped passes
and penalties really just
choked off our offense,
particularly in the second
half" against Austin Peay,
said Fem.
East Tennessee, he noted,
has such excellent running
backs in Greg Wilson and
Jimmy Dykes that ETSU
Coach Roy Frazier "took one -
of the OVC's best ball Carriers
of the past two years, George
Fugate, and made a
linebacker out of him."
even, with my edge going to Shavers. The majority says
Ali.
ROUND 11 — Ali swept the scoring and it was a sweeping
of the stockade to boot. In other words, bull... The jabs did
not land, regardless of what they said on NBC. If the jabs
did land, you could have seen Shavers' acorn popping back
a bit more andmoisture flying up from the impact. I say the
round should have gone to Shavers.
ROUND 12— By this time, it's over. Both corners have tv
information and according to what's on the screen, there's
no way Shavers can win the fight because he's behind more
rounds than there are left. Shavers was the aggressor and
should have won the round. All's jabs missed. The round
was given to All.
ROUND 13 — Believe it or not, I finally agree with the
majority. Everyone gives the round to Shavers. Frankly, I
think All got his jaw broken in this round. I called it back in
1973 when Norton broke All's jaw early in the second round.
If you heard a loud snap or a pop when Shavers once lan-
ded a right with Ali against the ropes, it wasn't the gloves.
It wasn't a coke cup either. All's eyes gave it away. If his
jaw wasn't broken, then something was because the look let
All down. Also, Ali kept fps right high for the rest of the
fight.
ROUND 14 — Again, no doubt. Shavers won this one.
Twice in the round, All was stunned and on wobbly legs. The
"slip" when All hit the canvass may not have been a slip. It
might have been a "wobbledown."
Shavers gets the round from everyone.
ROUND 15 — The fifteen is symbolic. It's the combined
IQ of the people scoring the fight. Shavers knew the round
would be decisive, his people in his corner told him he was
winning. What else could they tell the man!! !
The round may have been one of the most exciting ever.
Both fighters tried to kill each other. Both landed good pun-
ches and for once, All had a couple of lead rights slam into
the gap between Shaver's Floves.
The round was close. Ah got it according to the majority,
I called it a slim edge for Shavers.
My scorecard: I clearly saw Shavers winning nine roun-
ds. Give Ali the even rounds and the ones where Shavers
had a slight edge and the challenger still wins.
Several people laughed at my column the other day. I
said if the fight did go 15, Shavers would win it on a split
decision. That sounded silly since had never been beyond 10
rounds in his life.
,My actual prediction was All would go out a winner. I felt
he'd probably stop Shavers in seven or eight. But I called it
right in a couple of ways. Ali did go out a winner and as far
as the split decision in 15 rounds, it should have been.
There were a lot of boos when the decision was an-
nounced.
So it ends. All may never fight again. He wants 12 million
to fight the Norton-Young winner. Norton will win that one.
There will be a problem raising 12 million because All
just isn't worth it. But wait a minute...
How about this one for a promotion?
Bert Lance will go to the Calhoun Bank and get an over-
draft to promote the fight. Old Bert owes six million bucks
and so we might be able to call him the "minus six million
dollar man."
Since Bert did so well fighting the committee hearings, he
will decide to go into the ring himself against All.
Can't you see it? The next heavyweight fight? The Bionic
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Yanks Still One Win Awcw From Clinching Title
KEN liAPPOPOKT
AP Sports Writer
The New York Yankees are
in a holding position and
Earl Weaver is in a hoping
position. .
People can still say Billy
Martin hasn't won two
championships in a row," says
the manager of the Baltimore
Orioles.
Weaver's reference is an
obvious needle aimed at the
New York Yankees manager,
who has laid claim to the
American League East title,
when in truth it is not officially
his yet. 0
The Yankees lost a chance
to lock it up Thursday night,






Weaver's Orioles and the
Boston Red Sox stayed
mathematically alive by
winning their games. The Red
Sox defeated the Toronto Blue
Jays 7-3 while the Orioles
stopped the Detroit Tigers 6-3.
"That was a funny quote,"
said Weaver, referring to a
statement by Martin that is
getting more notoriety by the
day. After the Yankees
clinched a tie for the East title
with a victory over Cleveland
Wednesday night, the New
York manager said that he
could now be credited with two
consecutive division titles in
the same city. The Yankees
won the AL East last year and
Martin had won two others,
with Minnesota and Detroit.
The Orioles open a three-
game series with the Red Sox
tonight. Each team must hope
for a sweep, and for the
Yankees to lose their three-
game set with Detroit,
otherwise Martin's premature
announcement will be a
reality before the weekend is
over.
In other AL games
Thursday night, the Kansas
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, Equipment Co Inc.
503 Walnut 753-3062,
California Angels 6-3 aycl the
Seattle Mariners nipped the
Texas Rangers 2-1.
Wayne Garland's six-hitter
led Cleveland's victory over
New York. Garland, one of
last winter's free agents who
signed a 10-year contract with
Cleveland, posted his 13th
triumph in 32 decisions and
took some solace after a
disastrous campaign by
averting a 20th setback.
Orioles 6, Tigers 3
Rookie Eddie Murray drove
in four runs, Ken Singleton
had a two-run homer and
Rudy May won his 18th game
in Baltimore's victory over
Detroit. It was the 19th
triumph in the last 25 games
for the Orioles, who took the
season series from Detroit by
a 12-3 margin.
Red Sox 7, Blue Jays 3
American League slugging
leader Jim Rice drove in four
runs with his 39th homer and a
sacrifice fly to power Boston
over Toronto. Rice's three-run
blast in the fourth inning
rallied Boston from a 2-0
deficit and not only boosted his
home run lead, but gave him
376 total bases for the year,
the most by an American
League slugger since Mickey
Mantle had the same number
in 1956.
Royals 6, Angels 3
Larry Gura and Doug Bird
combined on a seven-hitter as
Kansas City defeated
California. Gura, 8-5, gave up
six hits, struck out four and
walked none before needing
ninth-inning relief help from
Bird.
The Royals, with every
starter in the lineup getting a
hit, became the first team in
the majors to win 100 games
and tied the New York Mets'
record for victories by an
expansion team.
Mariners 2, Rangers 1
Julio Cruz' run-scoring
single in the ninth propelled
Seattle over Texas, spoiling
Doyle Alexander's bid for his
18th victory.
4 By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
It wasn't the best of ways for
Steve Carlton and Tommy
John to prepare for the
National League playoffs, but
nobody is about to panic.
The two pitching stars may
have gotten clobbered
Thursday night, but don't
expect it to happen when they
oppose each other in the
opening game of the National
League playoffs next
Tuesday.
Carlton, the 23-game winner
of the Philadelphia Phillies,
was racked for four runs in the
first inning as the Montreal
Expos beat the Phils 7-2. And
John, the Los Angeles
Dodgers' 20-game winner, was
reached for 10 hits and four
Register for
Punt, Pass & Kick!
Get in on the action!
It's free and open to
boys and girls ages 8-13
You'll compete with others in your
own age group: and if you're a
winner, you may com-
pete in later levels of
competition—even per-
haps at Super Bowl XII





Stop at our dealership with your
parent or guardiarrand sign up.
Everyone who registers
will get a free PP&K Tips
Book. It has tips from the
pros and is designed to
prepare you for Punt,
Pass & Kick.









Ozark finally had to help out.
"Steve waited for 10
minutes and through two
national anthems (the
Canadian and American),"
Ozark said. "Sitting around
like that could bother
anybody. If a pitcher has that
kid of delay, someone might
score 10 runs."
The xpos only got four, two
of them on a single by Larry
Parrish, but that was enough
runs in six innings as the
Houston Astros defeated the
Dodgers 4-2.
"Don't worry about him,"
said Carlton's designated
catcher on the Phils, Tim
McCarver. "He had good
stuff. It's just like we wouldn't
get overly excited if he pitched
a three-hitter. He threw as
well as ever."
John, meanwhile, said,
was out there trying to win.
But at the same time, I wanted
to work on a few pitches. I was
trying to throw a lot of
breaking pitches because
against the Phillies you have
to use everything in your
arsenal.
have to think we are as
evenly matched as two teams
can be," John added. "It could
be a series of breaks, taking
advantage of a passed ball, a
hit-and-run, an error."
I., the only other National
League game played
Thursday night, the
Pittsburgh Pirates beat the
New York Mets 5-2.
Expos 7, Mils
Carlton's troubles started
when a group of Marines had
Prices Good Thru
Thursday






Everything's in the padded ear-
phones: two dynamic speakers,






background noise on CB channels.
Can be used for public address.










Steam-dry iron steams 15000 longer
than ever and uses most tap water.
Push self clean button to flush out
lint and loose minerals.
to beat Carlton, 23-10. The left-
hander settled down and held
Montreal scoreless until
leaving the game in the
eighth.
Astros 4, Dodgers 2
Bob Watson belted a two-run
homer in the fifth inning for
the big blow off John, 20-7. It
was Watson's 21st home run of
the season and gave him 108
runs batted in, a Houston club
record.
Floyd Bannister and Gene
Pentz combined on a five-
hitter for the Astros, but Pentz













Features FM/AM radio with buit-in
AFC, built-in erase guard, carrying
handle, and jacks for remote micro-
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less steel mixing bowls. 12 speeds;
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Dodgers' Steve Garvey. It was
Garvey's 33rd home run of the
year, the most by a player
since the club moved to Los
Angeles after the 1958 season.
Pirates 5, Mets 2
Phil Garner had two singles
and a triple, drove in two runs
and scored one as the Pirates
beat ex-teammate Doc
Medich, making his first start
for the Meta.
Terry Forster, 6-4, recently
moved from the bullper t, the
starting rotation, get the
victory with ninth-inning
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Compact 22" stereo features walnut
cabinet, 8-track tape player, AM-FM
radio, turntable and "Duocone" speaker
system. Multicolor psychedelic lights flash
an ever-changing play of pattern and color
to the beat of the music. Model 1'YI,250.





















FluoridOion Of Public Water
Supply Doesn't Cause Allergie
By F11.- Blasingame, MD.
0. Mr. H. G. writes that
he is allergic and asks
whether his allergies could
be caused by or mSde
worse from the fluorida-
tion of the public water
supply.
He adds, "I think that I
can taste the fluoride in my
drinking water and wonder
if it contains too much of
this chemical."
Finally, he wants tt
know if fluroidation aids
only children's teeth.
A. Medical literature
contains no reliable infor-
mation to show that fluori-
dation of the public 'Water
supply causes or wokseps
any allergies. In fact,
sometime ago, the Ameri-
can Academy of Allergy
issued a policy statement
























loother4t•41 Nei lender Center
BARRM'S
SERVICE CENTER
639 S.' 4th St.
one 753-9868 f
evidence of allergy or in-
tolerance to fluoride as
used in the fluoridation of
community water
supplies."
The .amount of fluroide
added to public water is
carefully controlled at safe
levels, even though you
may think, that you are
able to detect its odor or
taste in your public water.
You are more likely smell-
ing or tasting chlorine
which may be added to
your water.
The benefits of fluorida-
tioh of the public drinking
water to teeth are not lim-
ited to children. Many
studies show that such ben-
efits continue throughout
life. In fact, some investi-
gations indicated that fluo-
ridation makes the bones
of adults more resistant to
fra tures and that their
heal g/i<71iTicker and
str when the victims
have been regularly con-
suming fluoridated drink-
ing water.
If you have not already
done so. I suggest that you
consult your physician or
an allergist to deterrnin9
the causes of your allet-
gies. I believe that you will
find the causes to be from





0. Ms. D. S., a victim of
von Recklinghausen's dis-
ease ( eurofibromatosis),
called my attention to a
statement made by me in
an earlier article in which
she feels that I was inaccu-
rate in saying that this
disease seldom becomes
malignant. Her experience
has been to the conixary.
She has developed several
malignancies related to
her case of this diseass
disease.
A. I appreciate having
this matter I called to my
attention. In spite of every
effort always to be accu-
rate, I erred in writing
about this disease, depend-
ing too much on my own
experience rather than on
what has been written by
others who have observed
malignant changes.,. g have searched the liter-
attire on von Reck-
4 linghausen's disease
through a medical library
and find that malignant
changes have been re-
ported to occur in 5 per
cent to 16 per cent of the
cases.
One of the common man-
ifestations of von Reck-
linghausen's disease is a
few or many firm tumors
appearing in the skin at




University Church of Christ
106 North 15th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
The pessimist an hardly wait for the future
to get here so he can look back with regret.
The "bad news syndrome" of our day is an in-
cubator for cynicism, defeatistism, fatalism,
and pessimism.
Approximately ninety-five per cent of
juvenile Crime is committed by only five per
cent of the juvenile population. But, the in-
fluence of this very small minorily is exploded
all out of proportion. Think nbt? The word
"juvenile" is a good word. But, it has been at-
tached to delinquency so much that it is har-
dly used in any other context. It is the juvenile
delinquent who makes the headlines and the
lead story on TV. How about the ninety-five
per cent who are, by and large, law abicling,
wholesome, and productive young people.
When you and 1 act like we were born in
crabapple season, suck on dill pickles, and eat
a steady diet of persimmons, we are part and
parcel of the gloom and doom personality of
so much of society. One who has found abun-
dant living, and is living to live forever, has
neither the time nor the inclination, to exer-
cise himself in futility and making more bad
news.
Christ can turn your life right side out. (John
3:3-8 cf. II Corinthians 5:17). He alone can
provide the goal of life. (Philippians 3:13,14)
It's the greatest thing its tit. world
to bo a Christian.
1Tanker actually fills on





Attractive Zhivago pile with frosty pile trim
on hood, hem and front, braid trim. Rust or
Blue.




























Comfy slacks feature full
boxer waist in solids,
houndstooth and checked
jacquards. Red, Navy
and Green. In infants
and toddlers' sizes.




Vinyl uppers with sporting stripe trim: safety
rubber cleated sole. Sizes 13-2, 2'/2-6, 61/2-10.




























with window pane front
and back, tie belt, sin-
gle breasted. Rancho
or Brown. Sizes 8-16.
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A classic hooded wrap
acrylic plaid coat in
Navy or Green. Sizes .
10 to 20.
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97 Extend the thrill of firefighting to your children










front and yoke. Hooded.












Here's the best in make-
believe motoring and
creature comforts. Holds
















for fashion dolls and
-
figures up to 12" in
size.
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Bilge Study :•• 10 a.m. COLDWATER UNITEDWorship Service 10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m. Worship Service 11:00 am. Mt 6 Ind Sun-Wed. Worship 7:30P•m• day., 10:09 um. 3rd & 1411, Sunday School
WEST MURRAY 10:00 a. m. Lit ik 2iiirl Sunday, 11:00 a. m. 3rd
Morning Worship pylp a. m. & 4th Sunday
Evlbning Worship 6:00p. m.
TUAPU NILE UNITEDft tKIRKSET BAPTIST 
iMorning Worship 11 00 a m 
--71111W....sars----.  . ••
Evening Worrhip 7 30 p rn Pentecostal -MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship 10 50 a m ALMO NIGHTS J1 IIEverung Worship a OO P in Morning Worship 11 00 i In 
0NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY Evening Worship 7 30 p in 
3.... el........Morning Worship El 00 a in UNITED, NEW CONCORD .4AI- - •
Z is.;'4.
El vi- :wig Worship f 00 p in Sunday School 10.00 a ni 
pstrvices 11 Na00 a m , 7 00 p m .
FLINT BAPTIST Worup Se rningrning Worship 11 00a m CALVARY TEMPLENto 
T.,Evening Worship 6 46 p m Sunday School 10 00 a m •i/ 
F
Worship Services 11 tro a in 7 30 p m e  ;
UNION GROVE Morning Worship 10:00 a.m.Morning Worship 10:50a. m. Sunday School 11 :OS a. m.Evening Worship 6:J0p. m.
warm a POPLAR REST MET11006TWorship Service 10:40a. m. word* 0:46 & 11150 a. inEvening Worship , 6:00 p. m.
NEW CONCORD RESSELS CRAM UNITEDMorning Service 3:16a' ni• Sunday School 10:00 a. m.Evening Worship 1:°1119' In' Morningworship 11 : 00 a. m.PLULSAIIT VALLa
Worship 11:00a. in. LYNN MEEEvening Worship 1 600 P• in- Morning Worship Service 1100 a. m.
SECOND MEET Sunday School 10:00a. in.Morning Wornhip 1045 a. m.
Evening Worship 6:00 GOS111111 IAITNODEST
amity coital 
FIRST ASSEMBLY 
i.Morning Worship 11 00 a m 
OF GOO 'Evening Worship ; °° P m• Sunday School 10 00 a rn. ...._*,ELM DROVE Morrung Worship 11 00 a in
Morning Worship 11 00 a m Sunday Evening 7 no p In - 'at '0".., 
:
Evening Worship 7 00 p in lbw's rute 7.00 p in 
NJ 4., ,SALEM BAPTIST UNITED, 310 IRVAN AVE. gsr.ofSunday School 10 00 a mMorning Worship 11 00 a in 
. „ ,Evening Worship 7 00 p mEvening Worship 7 15 p. m 
• ..• • ' •DEWARDS CHAPEL -  • . -SUGAR CREEK Sunday School 10 00 a m .... . ; .1,,,"Morning Worship / 11 00 a in Worship Service 11 00 a m r• , -V •Evening Worship 7 15 P m• Everung Worship 7 30 p m -....„. . 'OWENS CHAPEL FIRST UNITED 
- ..,,i, -Morning Worship 11 00 a m. Sunday Worstup 10 00a in & 700 pm Alicy i ____ ,Evening Worship 5 30 p m Tues & Ilsurs. 7 00 p m Airawn .MOUNT HOREB INEWILL BAPTIST only,
If, 1 
. .
A ., ,Sunday School 9.30 a rn. .Worship 11 00 a m. 
'LONE OAR PIIMITIVE gite came (1 0fe1st Sunday 2:00 p, m.3rd Sunda) 10.30 a m. Christian
OLD SALEM REPT1ST 
Mans have compared the game of foUtb.11) ill the game of life and there are '
Sunday School 10.00a. m. FIRST CHRISTIAN 
man, similarities. In both cases. those who plan a good strategy are more NW*Worstup Service 11 00 a m 
Worship Services 10 45a m .700p m
eessful in achieving their goals. Yet the game of life is far more complex. Foot.Vesper Service 5.00 p in MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
p. rn.
FRIENDS1111 Morning worship Senrices 9:30 a. m.
Siuiday School 10:008.m. Sunday School 10:40 a. m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m. Evening services: 1st. 3rd. & Rh Sundays
MAUL mita Preaching Service 4:30 p. m.
OF autm
Bible Study 10:00 &N....IVES'S CAMPGROUND
A.M. Worship Hi: so Worship Service 10:00 ii. m.
.P.M. Worship 8:00
Mid-Week 7:00 DUCTER-NARDIN UNITEDCOLDWATER Worship Service 10:00a. m.Morning Worship 1°:3°8-Thir Ist & Ind Sundays 11:00 a. m.Evening Worship 6:00P•m• 1st & 3rd & Ith Sunday
IERISIIY CNURal
OF CENSE MT. NINON
Sunday School 10:00 a. m. Worship Service 10:09 a. m. lit Sunday &
Mornirif Worship . 10:50 a. m. 11:00 a. m. 3rd Sunday: Sunday School 11.00
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m. (Sunday & Wed- sma.Illyal Sunday - 
10.00
 a" in. 2nd. 3rd' ll 4111nesdays I
i MAIO MT. CARMEL
Bible Study 10:00a. m. Worship Service 10:00 a. in. 2nd Sunday:
Morning Worship 11:00a. m. 11:CC a. m. 4th Sunday Sunday School 10:00




/Awning Services 1046a in.Worship m hall is fairls predictable. A particular strateg. will produce a particular 
result•'
COLD WATER  10 30 a 
III life this i- not always so. V., Robert limos c•pressed it, "The best laid plans
Bible School 9 30 a. inMorning Services 11.00a. in. 
. . f 11111, alld Illirll Of i 4 lll YO go ar417.-•Evening Service 6.00 p mE'vening Services 6:00 p. m. V \CHURCH Of JESUS CHRIST . 11,,.. then. ran we face the uncertainti•-• ,of life?FAIN !Arm OF LATTER DAY SAINTSMorning Worship 11 00 a in Sunday School 10 45a ni 4 firm faith and belief in God is the answer for many people. The:. know
schTERTY CIMUNIELAND
Sunday NM am 00005$ CRAM MUDWorship Service 11:06a.m. lst & 3rd Sunday 9:30a. m.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE Evening 7:110p. m
Sunday School isss a.m. 2nd & Ith Sunder 11:40a. m.
Worship Service 11:00 a. m. fio Elaine Were*Evening Worstup 6 30 p in Si. LEO CATHOLIC ili,,t die, cannot control their fate, but the do know
courageolislv when t.otl is with them. Make 1.041 aLOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship 11.00 a. m Sunday Mass 8 a m. 11 a in 4 30 p ni
Evening Worship co a. m. Saturday Mass 6 30 p in 
Vi1":firr". " . '‘. i ' . - , . 4 Illti ,:, •IICENTIME STREET GENERAL CHRISTIAN SCIENCE 
., ,.1 issl 9', .Sunday School 10 00 a. in SERVICES N.Y.,' .-  •Farmer Ave and 17th St . Murra, K , . Sul, -.-- eq. . ' ':‘
Morning Worstup 11 00 a. m. 
.days 11.00 a. m. Testunony meeting secondMUTTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST. Wednesday Op m • •
that they can face it more
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1 !.. i• a .
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sunday school OAK WOVE BETEL IIINTED
10:00 a. m. 1st EFrilKunda7 11 : CI a. m.
Worship Services ita.m.,7 p.m, 2nd illi4th Sunday 11:30a.m.
Evening 11011p. in.
SOON PLEASANT GROVE
MOUNT PUASAIIT Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00a. in. Morning Worship 11:00a. m.
Evening Worship 700 p. m. Evening 700 p. m.
FIRST PRESITTENAN STOREY'S CRAM UNITEDSunda School 10.00 a m JENOVAM1 WITNESSESPreaching 11.00 a .m & 6.00 p.m Watchtower Iii 30 a mWednesday night 7.00P m: Bible Lecture 9 30 $ Tr)
SPRING CREEK WYMAN'S CHAPEL A. MI.
BAPTIST CHURCH Worship Services 11 iiii a in .7 JO p m
k4orrung Worstup 11 00 a. m ST. JOHN'S 
EPISCOPAL9orshipW Hour 45 ni This Page Made Possible By
Church School 930a. m. Morning Worship 943 a. m.
Worship Service 10:43a. m. Sunday School 10:45 a. m.
TheEvening Worship 7 00 p. m aChurch School It 00a mST. BA amineMEN PTIST IMMorning Worship 10.45 a. m sunday sc MANUIL LUTHERAN hool 9 15 a inSunday School 9 " a m Morning Worotup 10.30 a in
OUT1111 OAITIST OWN SEVERN DAY ADVENTIST
Wednesday Service 7. pp pin. Sabbath School Sat 10 30 a m.
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. Worship Serace Sat 9 15 a m
Worship Service 11.00 a.m 
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Bags L ou zone Beauty
Beads






loin Us After Church
Five Points 753-7992





Septic Tanlo - Driveway Culvets •
Stock Water Tanks
- Anything in Pre-Cut Concrete" 91Mo: A Gird *plies
Referents & lespiretiosel looks
sa. I. c....r ei km.. We Special Order Prow* 73.3-7222''s.
Ihry 94 E. (3 miles east of Merrey) 7S3-0277
• Boyd's Auto Repair
Correia Bowi-Oweer
Casapiese Aisseasetic Treetsaissiee Service
Ktntticky f-ritd Ckiektsi
"rIT'S Finger Lickin' Good"
Try Our Whelan beef mil Nom Serw/widies











hewn, 4 Repair Service--Coinpiete
NA S. 716 7S1.17S1




Ten Omit/ 111411 Cars 





Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Member FDIC '
500 Main So. 1 2th & Story Chestnut St.
753-3231 753-6655 753.1215
Corvette Lanes
-Bowling At Its Best
1415 Main St. Ph. 753-2202
Honor Thy
Father and Mother -
Carroll Tire Service
Your Uni-Royal lire Dealer
1 1/2 Mock E. of S. 12th
1105 Pope Phone 753-1489
Murray Auto Parts•
Rebuilt Engines-Radiators Repaired
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
605 Maple St. 753-4424
Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Road Phone 753-1319
Dunn Furniture
...--,.. T.V. & Appliance





Uncle leff s Slopping CeMer 7S3-3037
Cle Hwy. 40 .0 Aswan
Plisse 474-2202
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Nesting, Air Conditioning, Skeet Motel















i -6 Sun. Hutson Chemical Co. Inc."For All Tear Fertilizer Meads"






401 Olive - 753-5312
Body
Shop, Inc.
-Go To Church Sunday.'
Tiny Tot
Day Care
Infants To 5 Years
Kentucky licensed
6:30 a.m. -5:30 ptri.












Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air Conditioning Heet CommercialIng rcia  Refrigeration
. SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut Phone 753 -8181
Big John's
' 'Home of Ovelity. , Economy
S. Selections"
Oen 7 Daysp
7 a.m. to 12 Midnight -





w. use plastic 8.
wood treatment for
100 So. 13th St. mold f ungus 753-3914
Murray Me rial Gardens






403 Maple Phone 753-1713
Thornton Body , a,
Shop 
A L ,
'' 1- • '
24 Hour Wrecker Service
Body Work 8 Paintinci













Flowers for All Occasions
House Plants Landscaping
SOO N. 4th 753-3251 - 753-8944














Jesus Saves Try Jesus
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen 13 Spnrs, Gen. Manager
Serving Cnares Callow., mg,ggll, Carlisle Coanties l lily and
Henry Co.. Tenn
753 4351 or 247-4350
Marina
J.W. W1LHAM - MGR.
HOUSE BOAT RENTALS •
Ky. Lake State Perk Ph. 474-2245
.."
Improvement Association
kiwi Calloway County Soil
Unit, Farm Famaias Sate 1934i.d„ 
7534024























Schedules For The Week Of Oct. 1 - Oct. 7
TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY







CM- Wiwil ef SINWIl
1:10-ABC Out of School
2,00_ senistiod
9:30- I Am Wie Greatest
ILO- Thunder5:30- Newnan* 2:30- Fatima 111:30-Sarch end Musa45:01-Ougs Donn
7:1111- Ha
5:00-World of Sports




















































































































1:10 - lesehell41:011- Overmatch
10:30- Sosce:19911
11:30- Wrestles

















TV GUIDE FOR SUNDAY
12:45 - News
WNGE-2
IN -For Tee Shutt Wommi
le- MO &spat Cana
WSIL-3
2:00- BM Ridge livertet
7: 30 -Rey of Discovery
WSM-4
"6 -Fan. Digest
7:00 -Doak the Mean
7:30 - Jeff's Celle
WTVF-5
5:30-Sumer Semester






6:00 - Christopher Clomp
6:30- News
7:50 Dimension
a_ geese et wen* 0:00- lams Raises
0:00- liesiville Gospel








5:30_ p•iimig giniii .
0:15- 150.00. 56.01,0
Nereid of Troth
11:110 - Ghost Oaten
1:30-30 - Ina Stooges
30-Re. Oman
10:0111-Mentos Cessferace
11:00-Issas a Aaiun 9130 -MM. ef Truth
111:011- Conch Pews..?
0'1°- am( Raw"





1 :30- Windowed Septic? 11 :30-Den Teen 
12:00-Direction 11:40- Nat The Press
10:30-Yew cgiing
11 :03 _ nu eimagg
10:30- Mad of Truth
11:00- Nest the Press
10:00-Cowswo lbn•
/°:30-Fece tbs Null..IC 
:35-New. odereece
12:30 Mbelaw 11:30- nal SlinTfins 11:30-NFL Fatted 11:30- Acme 11:00- This Is tire Ufe
1:00-Isms a Answers -





12:30-last of the Mid
I :SO- NFL teethed
6:00- Needs





30- Latereece Welk 5:00- Celia Flea Illho
4:01- /NC Religion 11:30-Alice 4:00-Pest Game ' 7:30-A1 in lady










la -Rs Min Dolor Mao
410 - Nevis
1041- liewswench
: Reed130 -Noshville on the
1:00 -Sal ef the City
1:30-Directions
1:00- New We Neer
1:31-New.
COO-Nerdy. &Fri





5: 00- lie heat
10:00-News
10:30-Socaod Oty




11:30 - Fete The NOM
12:00-News
12:00AM - Gospel Getter
-Ferneby
5:011- News
5:30 -New. N s
g; a_ Wag Nage,























6:54 - Poster Somas
7:00- Tan Show
600 -Someser










:30 _ cod Those
:go_ win
'7:00 Old flees Swan-
11:35-Ralls KN. 7: TS - Sem Tuley
-













1:30- One We To Live
2:13 -Meerut Nespited






12:03- AI lily Children 7:70- 70001 Shmli
l7:30 -10erving
11101Rageres,
1 :SO -520,0N Petweeld
1:30- One Wet, Live






IONS- Wheel ef Perna
10530- egrybetys Gimes
11:00 -Skeet fee the Stars
11:30 - ChM & the lien
12:1110- News








5; 30 _ Ntgi
ism_ News
111S5- Neiday News
11:00- teen. a Regatess
11:30 -Search far Tenserrew
12:00-Fero Picture
12:05 - Mean News
12:30-As the WeedTerns
I:30- Wave Light
2:00-All be the Maly
2:30 - Match Gem. 77
3:011- Toffeteles
3:35-Seventy 1011bilier
4:03 - Negen's Noses
1:30- Away Griffith
5:00-Tel the Truth





1046 -"moil 01 Polon
I 1431- Awfloiet."18
*se- Lave of Ufe








12:311- World TuresCOO -










5:110- On Three Sae
5:25 - Weether




4:00 - Gem, Frio
4:35-Did. Day
5:00- Nary Tyler Mare
5: la - Wolter Creaks
6:00-News
'1TV GUIDE FOR MONDAY
WNGE-2
6:31-Maly Rabies
7:00 -Sao Pare Sums
LOS- NFL
10:45- Newsweek
11:15 - Neve 2






































6:30 - Napes s
7:00-Elvis
5:00 - Sony White
5:30-Maids- Maw"






TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
WNGE-2
:ea630-N... Th t T
WSIL-3







7:00 - DM 11nPericks
WPSD-6
6:30-5130,0006:30-5130,000Question












740 - Nam Days





















6, 00 - News
6:30- None MU Tone
7:00 - littpetricks
6:00-114•A•S*14

















7 :00- Geed Times
PSD-6









11 :110-Steriny 5 Netch
1:30 - In ate
3:30- Neworech
6:30-News
















12:30- Nevin IL Maness
P*21:1112:00- Tomorrow Shim
617: :: ---: 606"111PrictiAgi I rlis multi lose











5:30- News6:30 - 0,1,64,1 G•ss7:10- Utter
7:30- 1V1sat's Nam.%























11:00- Peke Sten '10.00
1:30_ wherii imain
11:00- May tallor
5:30 - Carter Cann






2:30- Nevi's & M.d..ss.
10:30 -Illerle
12:30 - News
1:30- PTI CM 10:30- Peke Stery.
3:30- Newnach 12:00-News TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
WNGE-2
6:30- Tim amen










5: n - Cadge Pete
6:15 - News
6:30- News









10: )II - Might Show
12:011- Tomorrow Show
WTVF-5















7:00- Wader Women 
i
11:004.--  Eoses icaos hent Bogen j0
10:30- Nevis
12.30-News




7 p. in. Options "Robert
MacNeil and Dan Rather"
Daring the first half of this
program PBS Commentator
Robert MacNeil speaks on,
"What the people have a right
to know, and what they don't."
The 'second half is an in-
terviev• Bob Edwards, host of
"All Things Considered" did
with CBS reporter Dan
Rather.
10 p. in. Nightflight 91 Heard
Monday-Friday this four-hour
program of album rock also
features "Cosmic Con-
nections" at 12:30. This weeks
guest is Stephen Bishop.
Saturday, Oct 1 WKMS-FM
begins the new fall quarter of
programs!!
10 a. in. Kid Stuff A brand
new program for children
produced in cooperation with
The Calloway County Public
Library.
1 p. in. WKMS Saturday
Opera This weeks opera is
-Rigolett" by Verdi. Per-
forming the opera will be the
Ambrosian Opera Chorus and
The London SympliOny Or-
chestra conducted by Richard
Sonynge.
7p. in. Racer Football WK-
MS sports voice Keith Farrell
provides live coverage of
Murray State vs. Morehead
State with Racer Warm-Up at
7:00 and kick-off slated for
7:30.
Sunday, Oct. 2
5p. In. Voices In The Wind A
new time and a new season for
Oscar Brand and his many
"Voices In The Wind."
6:30 p. in. Folk Festival U.
S. A. "Festival Des Deux
Mondes" This traveling ex-
position of French music in
North America was recorded
live in Barre, Vermont - one
of four French-Canadian
communities in the state
where the show brought down
the house.
9 a. in. Jazz Alive NEW
PROGRAM!! This new Jazz
concert program kicks things
off with Ella Fitzgerald, Roy
Eldridge, Al Belletto and a
special performance by Stevie
Wonder.
Monday, Oct 3
7 p.m. Options In Education
The first of a five-program
series dealing with the
Adolescent years.
8 p. in. Soundtrack This
popular program on movie
scores moves to a new day and
a new time. Join host Pat
Slattery for his new season of
"Soundtrack."
9 p. in. Mbari-Mbayo NEW
PROGRAM!! 'Xing Kong:
An African Jazz Opera" The
true story of Ezekiel
Dhlamini, professionally
known as King Kong, A Black
South African Boxer.
Tuesday, Oct. 4
7 p. in. National Town
Meeting "our Elderly - Today
& Tomorrow" Guests include
Dr. Robert Butler, Director of
The National Institute on
Aging and Senator Frank
Church. The moderator will be
Nancy Hicks of the New York
Times.
8 p. m. Chicago Symphony
Orchestra The Chicago Radio
Symphony returns for another
season.
Wednesday, Oct. 5
7 p. in. Options "The
Computer Evolution" Once
feared and mistrusted, the
computer has come of age.
Soon it will be available to
everyone who can afford a TV
set. David Selvin talks to
computer sales people,
customers, and manufac-
turers about the new, less
expensive, less complicated,
more enjoyable. and more
lovable computer
8 p. in. Ness York
Philharmonic The N. Y.
Fhilarmonic is another
popular program . which
begins a new season on WK-
MS. 'Thursday, Oct. 6
p. in. SAI Musicale The
Sigma Alpha Iota music
fraternity performs.
p. in. SPECIAL "Women
In China" Roxane Witke, a
China scholar, is one of the
featured guests which
examines the very important































Afterncsan . A fternoot
:)evotional 7,evoti cnal
The Hunan ..-ocietles in
:Amens irn Transitionpocu_c POCT_Is
News, Sports News, Sports
Weather Weatherladles Day Washington Travelz-u
  lebates: Pro-


































1. tC1,1 Art Departrent
2. WI Economist , 2.1m Thompson
Scier.ilst1.
Wednesday 1. History Ir. Perare.-tive
Oct. 5
"lgrs-off
2. Book is.at: Al Ho.r reviews The beat Crash of 192',
Thursday 1. Culture through Forelgh Lantruata. with John FergusonOct. 6 2. Murray HightSchool Sports
Friday
Oct. 7
1. Library Corner with Margsret Trevathan2. The Rev. Robert Brockhoff, Imanuel Lutheran Church3. Calloway Cointy High School sports
The week of October 2 KET inaugurates its fall schedule of "A Common Wealth of
Programs" with: (clockwise, from 12 o'clock) Robin Hood, beginning on "Once Upon A
Classic" Oct. 6; Seiji Ozawa conducting on "Evening At Symphony" Oct. 2; "Iowa," the
Oct. 2 premiere of "Visions;" comedian Mark Russell returning on Oct. 4; Twyla Tharp
and Mikhail Baryshnikov in "Making Television Dance" Oct. 4; and, "The Marriage of
Figaro" on Oct. 5, beginning five weeks of opera on "Great Performances."
4/'
4m• • AP 
VOIR/ =In
••=11,11.
• MD MEM 06-.101 ••••• • X IMMO," = =CI
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A ratit group that has been
around for nearly ten years
ironically has released their
tenth album entitled, "Going
For The One". The group-the
fantastic "Yes." r
Yes has gone through
several changes over the
years but the best new oc-
cured in November of 1976
when the famous solo concept
artist, Rick Wakeman
rejoined the group after a
three year absence. At first
Rick was only going to help in
a recording session but finally
once again became a per-
manent Yes man. As group
manager Brian Lane noted at
the time, "Rick needed this.
time to find his true direction,
and Yes also needed this time
to find their true direction,
but after three years, they
have come to the ulitimate
realization that their direc-
tions are unified once again.
-They each simply took dif-
ferent paths to reach the same
point."
The group at the present
time consists of Jon Anderson,
Chris Squire. Steve Howe,
Alan White, and Rick
Wakeman.
The new Lp consists of only
five tracks in which one of
them. "Awaken" is a fifteen
minute work. The single from
the Lp is "Going For The One"
which is a fast hard rocker, in
fact, it may be a little too
heavy. Steve Howe is great on
the electric guitar on all
tracks and the Lp is sell
produced by the group.
"Turn bf the Century"
proves Jon Anderson does a
great job on the vocals while
by J. D. Lancaster
•
• MI IMM1 I,•••
410 MEM • MEW MIND IMMI11 11•1 qr.. • omo
MOM OM-IMO 111M10-IIIMO OP • IOW •
I MID
Wakeman proves himself on
-the piano and electric-
keyboards. "Wondrous
Stories" is very melodic and
makes good use of Wakeman's
polyrpoog and Steve Howe's.
vachalia.
"Awaken is a fiften minute
opus in two parts. "One of the
most unusual recording
tactics abdtt this work, is that
Rick Wakeman journeyed to
St. Martin's Church in Swit-
zerland to tisetheir organ, and
the sound was piped several
miles back to the studio and
the rest of the group through a
sophisticated phone line
connection."
Overall the album has
different interesting sounds
This may not be great for
some listeners but to many
fans, the album is the creel
of the crop of Yes.
Little River Band
The Austrailian group hog
released another Lp calli
'!Diamantina
There are a few good cuts Wtli
"Help is On The Way," "Tatc
Me Home" and "Every Dar
Of My Life". Overall it is I




Both Linda Ronstadt aqd
Chicago have released nNo
albums. Heart has a best
album on their old reeoid
label called "Magazine." 1341
looking out for a deluge of new;
releases from now to




All The Newest Releases First!




'Love You L ,ne
Dr Hook Steely Dan
MakIn Love 8 Music Aga
plen ty Etv,s
Moody 85yes
The largest Selection of Topes and Albums th,s area
TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center 753 5865
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Wickliffe-Cairo
Bridge Job Delayed
wICKLIFFE, Ky. AP) — A
bridge job to help far western
Kentucky farmers get grain to
market will not be done this
week as hoped, officials say.
Gov. Julian Carroll agreed
to pay Ruby Construction Co.
of Louisville $83,010 to speed
work on the Ohio River Bridge
'war Wickliffe.
Transportation Secretary
Calvin Grayson said Thursday
the reflooring has not gone far
enough to reopen two lanes for
grain carriers- Satiirday as
planned.
Under the agreement, the
company now must 'pay the
state $600 for each !Irking
day the bridge is cl&ed to
grain carriers after that.
One lane is now open,' but 1st
District highway engineer
Robert Hodges said vehicles
%%ider than eight feet cannot
pass. which eliminates grain
carriers wider than a pickup
truck.
Hodges said the contractor
blamed labor disputes for the
delay on the second lane.
The bridge is the only one on
the . Mississippi and Ohio
rivers between Paducah and
Caruthersville, Mo.
Large vehicles must now
detour more than 75 miles at
Wickliffe to reach Cairo, Ill.,
less than 10 miles away.
Carroll made the agreement
after Rep. Ward Bumette, D-
Fulton, and others said
farmers on the lower Ohio
River and the Mississippi
River would face excessive
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use of the bridge at Wickliffe.
Wickliffe is the county seat
of Ballard County, where most
of the Kentucky grain
marketed in southern Illinois
is grown.
Western Kentucky corn is
ready for market, though only
a small part of the area's
soybean crop has been
harvested.
John Watts, farm agent in
Fulton County, west of the
bridge, said grain marketing
will peak about 1111(1-October.
Burnette said he has been
told by state transportation
officials that the bridge
"probably can be opened
during the second week in
October.-
Graysbn said, "Everything
possible is being done to . . .
get the bridge ready for two-




The Rev. J. Marland Harris
will speak at the 11:00 a.m.
and 7:30 p.m. worship ser-
vices on Sunday, October 2, at
Calvary Temple First Pen-
tecostal Church of God, Hwy.
641 South.
Special music will be fur-
nished by the choir directed by
Mrs. Linda Stalls.
Sunday School will be at
10:00 a.m. with nursery
provided and classes for all
ages.










TO GIVE RECITAL — Practicing for the violin recital she will give Sunday, Oct. 2, at
Murray State University is Lynda Johnson, 16, right, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Robert G.
Johnson, 1709 Johnson Blvd. A junior at Murray High School and a student of Prof.
David Nelson at the university, she will be aciipmpanied on the piano for part of the
program by Janwyn Overstreet, a junior music major from Paducah. The recital will be
presented in the Farrell Recital Hall of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center at 3 p.m., and




Agency has announced a
$4,832,963 grant to Frankfort's
Municipal Sewer Board.
The money will be used for a
new, secondary waste water
treatment plant and control
building.
EPA also approved a $37,567
grant to the city of
Millersburg to prepare plans
and specifications for a new
waste water treatment plant
and pumping station.
WASHINGTON I AP) — The
Navy has awarded a $2,380,800
contract to build a reserve
training building in Lexington.
The successful bidder was
Lexington's Lane-Harget




the building, which will
replace the current Navy
training quarters, will be
located on 10 acres of surplus
Veterans Administration land
on Leestown Road.
The facility also will be used




— The strikebound Elkhorn
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Auto Workers Local 2014 have




Keith said after the session
Thursday that the union asks
establishment of a union shop,
a seniority system giving
preference to union members
regardless of length of service
and reinstatement of four
employes dismissed following
violence on the picket line.
The plant in Todd County
has been struck since April 20.
No further negotiations are
scheduled until Oct. 18.
FLEMINGSBURG, Ky.
I AP) — Jim Mabry, a 14-year
veteran with the UK College of
Agriculture's cooperative
extension service, has been
named extension agent for
Fleming County.
Mabry has been extension
agent in Elliott County for
several years. He will assume
the Fleming County post in
about two weeks.
Known active volcanoes in
the world number about 500 to
600, although geologists believe
that many more may be hidden
beneath the seas. An active vol-
cano is one that has erupted at
least once within recorded his-
tory.
I SOLVED Ay 9R03LEv
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Congress is giving President
Carter approval to produce
the neutron bomb, a new
atomic weapon that opponents
fear will greatly increase the
risk of about nuclear war.
The House of
Representatives on Thursday
approved an authorization bill
to enable the President to
spend money for the neutron
bomb if he chooses to do so.
The Senate previously
approved a similar bill.
The neutron bomb is a small
warhead that would be placed
on Lance missiles and
artillery shells. It produces
twice the deadly radiation of a
conventional nuclear bomb
but less than a tenth as much
explosive power, heat and
fallout. This means the bomb
can kill people while causing
little damage to buildings.
The warhead is designed to
replace the approximately
7,000 nuclear warheads now
deployed in Europe.
Carter has not announced
whether he intends to approve
production of the
controversial weapon, but he
did ask for the authorization
that both houses have now
granted.
The key House vote came on
an amendment by Rep. Ted
Weiss, D-N.Y. The
amendment would have
blocked Energy Research and
Development Administration
money from being used for tlib
neutron bomb. But the
amendment was defeated 297
to 109.
Weiss and his supporters
said the neutron bomb would
"lower the threshold" to
nuclear war. They said
military leaders might, feel
less inhibited about using the
neutron bomb since it has less
destructive power than large-
scale nuclear weapons. That
could make it easier to
introduce nuclear weapons
( THE nEwsin BRIEF 
CHICAGO (AP) — A broker
is reported missing with up to
$300,000 in gems from New
York's diamond district, and
his relatives say they fear he
has been killed. Police in New
York already are
investigating the murder of
another merchant from the
famed diamond center and the
disappearance of a fortune in
diamonds. Abraham
Shafizadeh has been missing
since July 28, the day
before he left for Puerto Rico
on business, his relatives said.
They say police have
suggested that the
disappearance is linked to
organized crime.
ANCHORAGE Alaska (AP)
— As scientists Onder the use
of icebergs at a conference in
Iowa next week, they will be
watching their subject melt in
their cocktail glasses. Wet-
suited divers planned to slip
into the icy waters of a lake at
the foot of Alaska's Portage
Glacier south of here today to
commandeer a 2,500-pound ice
slab from a floating glacial
iceberg. The ice will be used at
the First International
Conference on Iceberg
Utilization at ' Iowa State
University Sunday through
Thursday. Representatives of
18 nations are expected to
attend.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate 'deadlock over natural
gas prices has taken a new
twist as leaders of the
filibuster against lifting
federal regulation of gas
threaten to block action on a
crucial debt ceiling measure.
If the debt ceiling legislation is
not passed by midnight
tonight, the start of the new
fiscal year, the federal
government will be . left
without the authority to
borrow money and pay its
bills.
WASHIN9TON (AP) —
Welfare recipients would have
to earn their benefits by
working at special jobs
earning the minimum wage
under legislation being sent to
the floor of the Senate. The
Senate Finance Committee on
Thursday gave approval to a
provision under which state or
local welfare officials would
require adults receiving
welfare assistance to pay for
their benefits by working.
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Carter has received
congressional approval to go
ahead with research and
development of the neutron
bomb, a new atomic weapon
that opponents fear will
greatly increase the risk of all-
out nuclear war. The neutron
bomb produces twice the
deadly radiation of a
conventional nuclear bomb,
but much less heat -and
explosive power. The bomb
can kill people, ) but cause
minimal damage to buildings.
,y/ASHINGTON (AP) -7 A
compromise that would
expand the use of tax money
for abortions while dropping a
controversial "medical
necessity" provision is under
study in the House. The Senate
compromise was offered to
get the abortion issue through
a House-Senate conference
committee. The committee
scheduled another meeting for
Monday after failing to reach




— Japanese officials worked
today to round up prisoners in
Japan and $6 million in the
United States for hijackers
holding 146 hostages for a
third day on a Japanese jet in
Dacca.
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
(AP) — Secretary of State
Cyrus R. Vance holds talks
today with Foreign Ministers
Andrei A. Gromyko of the
Soviet Union and Moshe
Dayan of Israel in an effort to
convene a new Mideast peace
conference. Officials from the
Soviet Union are being briefed




into a ltercation that could
touch of uclear holocaust,
opponents said.
"I am frightened to death of
this weapon," said Rep. Ron
Delltuns, 0-Calif. "Once you
start down the road to a
nuclear war, there is no
turning back. Once we make
nuclear war thinkable, we
make it possible, and once we
make it possible we make it
inevitable."
But supporters of the
weapon said the neutron bomb
is prefqrable to conventional
nuclear weapons since it is
less destructive to property.
Rep. Bob Carr, D-Mich.,
said the neutron bomb "will
give the Presisient the option
of using a less destructive
weapon" than conventional
nuclear bombs. Carr called
itthe neutron bomb " morally
practical weapo when





The menus for the lun-
chrooms at the schools in the
Calloway County School
System have been released by
the Food Service director,
Joanna Adams. They are
subject to occasional change




Monday — mac and cheese,
hot dog, celery sticks, peach
slices, and cookie; Tuesday —
tuna sandwich, carrot sticks,
apple crisp, and potato chips;
Wednesday — grilled cheese
sandwich, pickle slices, pear
half on lettuce with cranberry
sauce, and cupcake; Thur-
sday — hamburger, french
fries, lettuce and tomato, and
banana pudding; Friday —
fish sandwich with tarter,
tator tots, cold slaw, fresh





fries, corn on cob, green
beans, lettuce and tomato,
cold slaw, chief's salad with
cracker, iced tea, lemonade,
apple, and glazed prune cake.
Tuesday — hamburgers,
pizza, battered fish, roun-
dabouts, baked apples, white
beans, combination salad,
vinegar slaw, cold plate with,
corn bread, iced tea,
lemonade, sliced peaches, and
chocolate peanut ice cream
pie.
Wednesday — hamburgers,
submarines, beef stew, tator
tots, black eyed peas, broc.
and rice, combination salad,
celery and carrot sticks with
egg, fruit plate with bread
sticks, cornbread, iced tea,
lemonade, chocolate pudding,
and donuts.
Thursday — hot dogs, chili
burger, chicken pot pie, fries,
whole kernel corn, three bean
salad, kraut salad, com-
bination salad, chef's salad
with crackers, rolls, iced tea,
emonade, chocolate chip
rookie, and fruit cocktail
rake.
Friday — cheese burgers,
.uncheon meat salad sand-
wich, spaghetti with meat,
fries, green peas, glazed
!arrots, pear half on lettuce,

























37 RI aebl ab tr le d
39 Music
41 Ss lyumwbi yo I for
tantalum
42 Blackbird


















































and crackers, french bread,
iced tea, lemonade, banana,
and Bernard cheesecake.
MURRAY CITY
The menus for the
lunchrooms at the schools in
the Murray City School
System have been released by
the Food Service director,
Glincia Jeffrey. They are
subject to occasional change
and are as follows:
CARTER AND ROBERTSON
Monday—corn dogs, but-
tered potatoes, peaches and
cake; Tuesday—ravioli, green
peas, fresh fruit, cookie, and
french bread; Wednesday—
submarine, green beans,
gelatin with fruit, and
cookie; Thursday—
hamburger, roundabouts,
orange sections, and ice
cream; Friday—toasted
cheese, corn, fruit salad, and
cookie. Milk, bread, and




potatoes, slaw or mixed fruit,
and cookie; Tuesday—pizza or
hamburger, corn, applesauce
or gelatin with fruit, and
donut; Wednesday—country
fried steak or hamburger,
green beans, peaches or fresh
fruit, rolls and jelly; Thur-
sday—tacos or hamburger,
mexican beans, peaches or
gelatin, and cookie; Friday—
fish sandwich or hamburger,
buttered potato, slaw or fresh





dog, toasted cheese, ham-
burger, hot dog, chef salad,
fruits, and vegetables;
Tuesday—choice of pizza,
roast beef sandwich, ham-
burger, hot dog, chef salad,
fruits, and vegetables;
Wednesday—choice of
ravioli, chuck wagon, ham-
burger, hot dog, chef salad,
fruits, and vegetables,
Thursday—choice of tacos,
lasagne, hamburger, hot dog,
chef salad, fruits, and
vegetables; Friday—choice of
ham sandwich, chicken fried
steak, hamburger, hot dog,
chef salad, fruits, and
vegetables. Milk, bread, and
butter are available daily on
each line.
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25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on Sep-
tember 26, 1977 filed by
Wells Overbey, Ad-
ministrator of the estate
of Grace W. Glover,
Dec'd and that the same
has been approved by
the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed
to lie over for ex-
ceptions. Any person
_desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before October
24, 1977 or be forever
barred.
Witness my band this 26










25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on Sep-
tember 26, 1977 filed by
G.T. Brandon, Executor
of the estate of E. B.
Brandon, Dec'd and that
the same has been
approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
October 24, 1977 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 26










25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on Sep-
tember 26, 1977 filed by
Eula Walker, Executrix
of the estate of P. C.
Walker, Dec'd and that
the same has been
approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
October 24, 1977 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 26










25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final Settlement of
accounts was on Sep-
tember 26, 1977 filed by




McKee!, Dec'd and that
the same has been
approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
October 24, 1977 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 26










25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on Sep-
tember 26, 1977 filed by
1 legal Notice
Wm. M. Boyd and
Richard Smith, Có-
Administrators of the
estate of Wm. Trellis
McKeel, Dec'd and that
the same has been
approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
October 24, 1977 or be
forever barred.












25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on Sep-
tember. 26, 1977 filed by
Jack Ward, Executor o
the estate of Lenni
Ward, Dec'd and that
the same has been
approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
October 24, 1977 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 26










25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on Sep-
tember 26, 1977 filed by
Idell Bailey, Ad-
ministratrix of the
estate of Herbert B.
Bailey, Dec'd and that
the same has been
approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
October 24, 1977 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 26










25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on Sep-




estate of Carrie E.
McNabb, dec'd and that
the same has been
approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
October 24, 1977 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 26










25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of.
Final settlement of
accounts was on Sep-
tember 26, 1977 filed by
Mack Tarry, Executor
of the estate of Nina Mae
Linn, D.eed and that the
same has been approved
by the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed




desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before October
24, 1977 or be forever
barred.
Witness my hand this 26










254200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on Sep-
tember 26, 1977 filed by
Samuel Harris,
Executor of the estate of
W. F. Harris, Dec'd and
that the same has been
apsved by thec
ay County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
October 24, 1977 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 26










25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on Sep-
tember 26, 1977 filed by
Bessie Cook Swain,
Adrninistratrix of the
estate of Carl Gail
Swain, Dec'd and that
the same has been
approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
October 24, 1977 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 26





By: Judith Ainley, D.C.
Notice
In accordance Of ith
Kentucky Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on Sep-
tember 26, 1977 filed by
Harry Louis Russell,
Administrator of the
estate of Guy Earl Lash,
Dec'd and that the same
has been approved by
the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed
to lie over for ex-
ceptions. Any person
desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before October
24, 1977 or be forever
barred.
Witness my hand this 26










25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on Sep-
tember 26, 1977 filed by
Coy Hale, Administrator
of the estate of Amos E.
Hale, Dec'd and that the
same has been approved
by the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed
to lie over for ex-
ceptions. Any person
desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
..so on or before October
24, 1977 or be forever
barred.
Witness my hand this 26





By: Judith Ainley, D.C.
1 Legal Notice
AS OF • p em • r
1977, I, Orvil Bub
Garland, am not
responsible for any
debts other than my






Waldrop or phone 753;










bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8









used paperbacks. Sell '2














• Phone 753-3341 or
753-3342
PROVERBS 14:12 "There
is a way which seemeth
right unto a man; but
the end thereof are the
ways of death." Are you
sure your right, or does
it just seem right? To
make sure you are right,
read God's instruction
manual, The Holy Bible,
and be sure. Don't wait
until it's too late. Need
assistance? Call 753-
0984.
Would you like to ride
Otff Church Bus to Sun-
day School and mor-
ning worship services
at
Sinking ,prinf Baptist Church














arrest and conviction of
person or persons who
broke into C. W. Nance
residence, September 18
and took 22 single shot,
22 automatic
Remington, 2 shotguns,
1 high standard pistol
and TV. $200.00 reward.
Call 753-0248 or 436-5365.




Aid Sales. Free serviA
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday.
Beltone of Benton, 1200
Poplar St., Benton, Ky.
Phone 527-8463.










5 Lost And Found




LOST OR STRAYED 3
Pea Fowl hens. If seen




maker and finisher, also
house and remodeling
carpenters. Top men
only, good wages, see
Roy Harmon next to
Murray Drive In
Theatre.
$2 0 0.0 0 WEEKLY
possible stuffing en-
velopes. Send self ad-
dressed stamped en-
velope plus 25 cents to
Fischer Enterprises,
Box 127 Eureka. South .
Dakota 57437.
WANTED LADY to stay
with elderly couple in









Park Lane, Suite 269,
Dallas, TX 75231
MANAGER CO-OWNER
Sonic Drive In. NIurray,
Ky. Prefer family man.
$800 base starting salary
plus 25 per cent profit
sharing. Must be ex-
perienced in fast food
service, good
references, and willing





for full time or part time
work. Use of car
necessary. Give name,
address, and telephone




scaping. Must be willing
ito work. Send resume to
P.O. Box 32B, Murray.
LADIES: EARN an extra











for 3 month old baby. 9



























other need apply. Call
753-0984.
SEVEN SEAS wants to
employ mature woman
for important position in
kitchen. Please apply in
person between 4 and 5




work as assistant to
Administrator of Health
Care Center. Apply in











FOR RENT OR LEASE
— 40 x 63 ft. building.
Three offices with 2
bathrooms, one with
shower. Would make





Beautiful Jean shop, no
franchise._ $14,500.00
opens you to Success in
the Fashion Field. In-
cludes complete In-
ventory, Training and
Fixtures. Ask .for Mr.
Jackson (205 ) 582-4308.
CAN YOU
TRAVEL?
National concern has im-
mediate openings for several
people from the Murray-
Mayfield area. Must be sharp.
aggressive and free to travel
the entire U.S.A. No ex-
perience necessary, we
provide on the job training. All
transportation with drawings
account. Above average ear-
nings and casual working con-
ditions makes this ideal for the
younger set. Apply only if f re,
to start at once.
See Mr. Cothermem, Mayfield
Motor Inn, loom NO. 7 Hwy.
110, Meyfield, Ky. Friday,
Sept. 30t6 10:00 sm. till
noon, 3-00 p.m. -6 p.m.
HAZEL CLEANERS
Will be open full time beginning Tuesday, Of "-




Try us, you might like us'
IMMEDIATE OPENING
Registered Dietitian for 228 bed .1. C. A.
H. Accredited Hospital. Must have at
least five years experience in Ad-
ministrative and Therapeutics. Full
supervision of 33 employees. Salary open.
Good fringe benefits program. Contact:
Administrator, Jennie Stuart Memorial
Hospital lIopkinsville, Ky. 42240 502
886-5221. Equal Opportunity Employer.
NURSING DIRECTOR - R.N.
Prefer BS Degree with a minimum of 5
years administrative experience for 228
bed KAI! accredited hospital. Salary
open. Good fringe benefit program. Send
resume t, Administrator, Jennie Stuart
Memoria! Hospital, Hopkinsville, Ky.
42240-- ,50 -886-5221). Equal Opportunity.
Employer
14 Want To Buy
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired




WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
WANT TO BUY used air
conditioners. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.










ladder 5' $12.88, 6' $14.88.








heavy lined, 24" x 42",
$9.99. 32" x 42", $12.99
each. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
SALE — all fuel chimney,
triple wall, 6" x 36".
$21.95. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.







between 9 and 5 p.m.
SALE CLUB aluminum, 8














. mattress, $90. Portable
gold G.E. Dishwasher,
$100. White Montgomery
Ward 12 cu. ft. freezer, 5
months old, original cost
$279, will sell for $200.
Chrome-glass dining










size, asking price $100.
Like new. Call 753-2.359.
REERIGERAT4 15'
Kelvinator avacado No
frost. Three year old.
$100. Call 759-1323.
M A TCH I NG COUCH .










white with ice maker
$125. Call 753-2813.
KENMORE DRYER. $65
New red nylon rug with
pad $185 12 x 148"
drapes Call 759-1303
COMPLETE BEDROOM
suit, solid wood. Electru
guitar and amp














cabinets. New and used.
19.50 and up. Large














Thurs. & Sat., 1000-9:00
19 Farm Equipment





CASE 660 COMBINE in
good condition. Call 753-
3288.
1950 ALLIS CHALMER
Tractor, 275. Call 474-
2332.
1968 300 MF diesel
combine. 13 ft. robot
header. Corn header.
Call 753-1381 after 6 p.m.
20 Sports Equipment
1969 14' Ebbtide
Runabout, -55 h. p.
vinrude and trailer.
Can be seen at Mercy
Ambulance or call 753-
9333.
LIKE NEW girls 16"
bicycle. Training wheels
and basket. Call 753-
8894.
18 H. P. EV1NRUDE
outboard motor. Fuel
tank and gas lines. Can
be seen at Murray Bait
Co. Call 753-5693.
14 V BOTTOM Polarcraft
fishing boat. 12 horse
Elgin motor and trailer.
Minn Kota trolling
motor. See at 1310 Doran







Avail Collie Home Meows
Kelly's Termite
8 Pest Control
Nome nosed opervted II
Teen De per ago ere cretrer woe peo
embed








organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across










sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
SALE CHAIN saw chains
31," or 404 pitch to fit 12"
bar, $8.95. 16" bar, 69.95,
20" bar $10. 95, 24" bar
$12.95. We also have
bargain in sprockets and







SALE BATH TUB faucets





made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.








SEARS 7 FT. pool table,
like new, $200: 250
Yamaha dirt bike,





SALE 6" STOVE pipe, 99
cents. Chain saw files,
all sizes 79 cents each.
Daisey BB's, 1500 pack
99 cents. Heat bulb 250
watt, $1.19. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.





XL 100 HONDA motor
bike, 450 miles, Lowery
orgarr, plays all in-
struments, has built-in
tape recorder. One year
old. Books, tapes, go
with it. Also a couch and
rocker chair. Call 437-
4694, Hardin, Ky.
SALE. — FRANKLIN
fireplace, 24 in. $199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
26 TV Radio
IN DASH AM-FM radio
stereo, 8 track tape
player. Fast forward




.110SPIT Al .SUPPLIES rOR RENT AND SAl I
•I ApiNit. BRANDS Of ( OSMI II( S
•HOI LISTER ()STOW' PRODUCTS
,4 •
1978 Cots Arriving Doily
1978 Cars Arriving Daily
1977 Grand Prix, 3,8()0 miles. New car trade-in
1976 Cadillac Sedan DeVille. all the extras, new
car trade-m.
1972 Pontiac Catalina, double power and air, new
tar trade-in
1972 Oldsmobile 98, 4 door hardtop
V .
SOME DEMONSTRATORS STILL LEFT
AT A BIG SAVINGS!!
PURDOM
Ms • Peoria( • Cadillac
Zebsreett lovererees Are Chor
Man ( colt err'
1416 West Mm. 753-5)15
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NioLLENSAK tape
recorder reel to reel.
Portable, can also be
used as PA system. $50.
Call 759-1225.
23" RCA black and white
T.V. Good condition. $50.
Call 753-4636 or after 5
call 753-3996.
T.V. SAI.E, T.V. Sale, 1'.
V. Sale! Zenith is the
best and Sissons sells
.them for less. Our prices
Can't be beat. Come to
Sissons T.V. Sales and
see. We service what we
sell. Highway 94, 17
tulles West of Murray.
Call 382-2174 or 382-2743.
27. Mobile Home Sales
10 5o house trailer on
100' deep lot. All hooked
up and ready to move
into. $5,000. Call 753-
7765.
MOBILE HOME for sale,




FOR SALE - 12 x 60
Windsor. Good con-
dition. Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
furniture including
washer and dryer to
stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
p. m.
28. Heating & Cooling




29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for












RENT. 1200 sq. ft.
'Located 4 miles South of
Murray Highway 641.
Call 492-8287.
31 Want To Rent
WANT HOUSE in or
around Murray. Family
of 3 adults. Have
references. Would be
permanent residents.
Call 753-5240, after 5.
WIDOW WITH 2 sons
:ages 19 and 9 years old.
.needs a furnished or
unfurnished house or
-apartment by October 1.
:Please call 753-8412.












good location. $160 per
month. Call 753-7309.
WANTED EXTRA nice
one bedroom first floor
apartment. Near














3465 or 759-1233 after 4.





ments, South 16th, 753-
6609
34. Houses For Rent
FOUR BEDROOM, 2




36 For Rent Or Lease
PASTURE FOR RENT -




rent, pasture land also
available. Call- Mike
Brannack 753-8850




With saddle and bridle.
$125. Call 753-1942.
FIVE YEAR OLD Bay
Gelding, $250. Call 436-
5412.




Your choice of film or
heavy grade freezer
paper. Also grain fed






wormed and shots. 8125.
Call 1-442-8135.
HOME AND 7 ACRES
Located I; mile south of South Pleasant Grove
Church. Home is well constructed, has 2
fireplaces, several outside storage buildings in-
cluding stock barn. Home is situated on beautiful
tree-shaded lot surrounded by scenic woods and








puppies. Six weeks old.




morning 8-12 only. Lots
of items from sales. Fox
Meadows Trailer Court,
South 16th, Northside,
Ilth trailer on right.
YARD SALE Saturday,















Sale, inside 1500 sq. ft.




7 PARTY GARAGE sale,
508 Blair St., 2nd Street
behind new Murray
High School, Oct. 1 & 2.
The one you've been
waiting for. Antiques!
Antiques! Old wicker
table, vanity, buffet, old





glassware, clothes of all
sizes, baby bed and





sale. Men, women and
childrens clothing,
fabric, nick nacks and
miscellaneous. Friday
and Saturday. 9-5. One
mile North of Lynn
Grove.
GARAGE- SALE,
Saturday October 1 at 8
a.m. 505'z South 8th.
Couch and other items.
HEAD START Rummage
Sale, Saturday October
1, 8:00-2 p.m. Old





and until everything is
sold.
GARAGE AND yard sale,
Saturday 7 a.m. - 5 p.m.
on North 641 at C.E.
Cains, near Almo
Heights. Sponsored by
the New Concord United
Pentecostal Church.




















1, 8:00 - 2 p. m. Old




Saturday October 1, at
902 Olive Street. 9 a.m.
to ? Handmade braided








starting at 7:00 a.m.
GARAGE SALE, two
family. Saturday. Oc-
tober 1. Highway 1828,






YARD SALE: Rath or
shine, Saturday, Oc-
tober 1. 3/4 mile West of






day, October 1, 1505
Hermitage Drive.
Childrens clothing,
toddler through 8 year





port Sale. October 1, 8
a.m. Barbain prices on
wide variety of items.
1103 Circarama.
YARD SALE












Saturday, October 8th at 1030
At the Auction Mart in Kuttawa, Ky. On Hwys 62 & 641
between Princeton and Paducah. .
125 Large beautiful, very ornate pieces of walnut, oak and marble top furniture; '
150 gorgeous pieces of glassware, including several pieces of old cut glass, some
signed 'Libby'; 6 clocks; coins; brass di copper items.
Storms Antiques, Owners
Sale By
Thomas White Et Sons
Auction fr Realty
Kuttawa, Ky. (502) 388-7251 or 488-7088.




duplex with each unit
having 2 bedrooms
located only 4 miles
from Murray. This
property offers a good
return on investment
and owner would con-
sider financing. Priced





LAKE PROPERTY - 2
bedroom home in Pine
Bluff Shores. Home is
situated on waterfront
lot with lovely view of
Kentucky Lake. Priced
at only $17,900! Don't
delay - phone us today
on this fine property -
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222. We provide the


















business such as antique
shop, professiopal of-
fices, or retail outlet.
Located at corner of
North 5th and Chestnut
Streets. Shown by ap-
pointment only so phone
us today at KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222. We






100 ACRES, 18 miles from
Paris Landing and near
Lake Barkley. Price




SIX ROOM HOME on 2
acres. Very level and
fertile land, good for
pasture and gardening.
Plenty outbuildings.
Only 8 miles from
beautiful Ky. Lake and
Paris Landing, 5 miles
to Lake Barkley:. $17,500




IF YOU want a home
that's "different." let us
























New 3 bedroom white














111=1111FOR THE man with an
eye for business, here's




shop or 3 stall car shop,
and please your family
with a lovely 4 bedroom
brick. This property is
only 10 minutes from
town and well worth the
price. Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492.
BIG KY. lake lot with
good trailer. Very close
to the water and near
Paris Landing. Move in





South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1051
43 Real Estate
ENJOY PRIVACY - 5
mi. N.W. of Murray, 3
bedroom frame home in
top condition, has own
well, wall to "wall car-
pets. Bonus, 2 + acres.
Wilson Ins. & Real
Estate 753-3263 anytime.
®KOPPERUDREALTY!!!




about 6 acres, 7 n1les
east off 94 on Hale Road.
Nice building spot near
Murray and Ky. Lake.
98 acres near lake, road
on, two sides. Good
developing property or
cleared for farm use.
Galloway Realtor, 505
Main, Phone 753-5842.
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
HOME AND 3 ACRES
A GREAT PLACE FOR HORSES! and people
too. Nice two bedroom home newly redecorated
located on three acres of beautiful rolling land.
This mini farm is fenced for horses, has good dut-
side storage and many other delightful features.
Call Purdom and Thurman today 753-4451.
Priced in the low 20's.




IS) 6557 Phone 753-4451
Member Multi Listing Service mid there Calloway Counly Board of Realtors
Located Southside Court Square
Open Daily Monday Saturday It
RUN-DON'T WALK
If you .ant le oet in on Om bargain -•Ormer reduces pore to 511,900 Sduatell on
3 acre. short Stance 110,11 Muc'u liii keel/ 3 bedrdoe brick ,eneR 3 balks
newly deroraled spacious den eitti Franklin Peeler' Fit n kidder! etre 10 Plea*
de wile with lapoao 400 Range dttlfilitlf COMI)41(10( itqe lamp and dreg




105 N. 12th Street with the
753-8080 Friendly Touch-
Audro Moody 753-9036
Barbaro Erwin  753-4136
Warren Shropshire. .  753-077
Homer Miller  753-7519
Reuben Moody  753-9036
B. B. Hook   753-2317
MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING
-
Year Round Home on Ky. Lake - Gentle slope to
waters edge, two wood burning fireplaces, elec-
tric heat, storm doors and windows, well in-
sulated, all weather road, garage and boat -
storage - well landscaped - sundeck. Much more,
must be seen to be appreciated, call for ap-
pointment.
To BUY-See US! To SELL-List With US!
Nice cottage in Lakeway Shores, aluminum
siding, well insulated for year round living. Ex-
cellent retirement home - economical.
Luxury living - 3 bedroom - 2 baths - carpet
throughout. All appliances included. Enclosed
patio-paved drive spacious well landscaped cor-
ner lot near Oaks Country Club and golf course.
Shown by appointment only.
2 Bedroom Frame home on large lot with ad-
ditional lot adjoining. 5 Miles from town on Rt.
121 S. Low 20's.
Buy this 3 bedroom brick home in town -2 baths -
fireplace in living room. Double concrete drive,
fenced backyard, corner lot, nice shrubbery.
Priced in 30's.
Priced reduced-La Mile off Rt. 280 near
Lakeway Shores. 12 x60, furnishings included,
like new, 50x10 porch. Separate storage building,
good well, concrete block storm shelter. Large
Lot.
BUILDING LOTS
We have building lots fronting on 121 S., Wiswell
Estates, Panorama Shores, Kennianna Area,
Fairview Acres, Lynnwood Estates, Meadow
Green Acres, Grove Heights-Irving Cobb Rd.
2 Lots 18x24 garage plus small metal storage
bldg. Community Water System -.flat rate 250
per month. Near lake. Concrete drive, call for
more information.
New - Quality constructed home, central air and
heat, wall to wall carpet, located on Old Salem
Road. 3 bedroom, 11/2 baths, redwood sundeck.
Ready to move into. Let us show you this home
today.
3 Bedroom brick home, Lynnwood Estates.
Redecorated. Excellent condition. Nice car-
peting, mid 30's.
Are you looking for a home in country and 2
acres? This 3 bedroom, 2 bath brick home is
located just 2 miles from town. Good well,
workshop building and fruit trees. Priced to sell.
New 3 bedroom brick home in Fairview acres
11/2 baths, large lot, attched garage. Purchaser
has option of choosing carpet. Low 40's.
For a reasonable investment you can own and
operate your own business. Store and restaurant
now doing a good business. Apartment above
store now rented. Potential expansion excellent.
Located on large over one acre lot. May be pur-
chased with double wide mobile home or without.
3 Bedroom brick less than 1 year old. 1½ baths,
lots of closets. Carpeted throughout. Garage at-
tached. Nice shade trees. For more inforamtion
call us today.
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
44 Town house Type apa4ment complex. 3 years
old. 100% occupancy - good return on in-
vestment.
20.9 Acres near Oaks Country Club. Has been


































and lots of charm
located near Kentucky
Lake. This new listing is
an unusual opportunity
for the home buyer who
wants something dif-














and flowers set this one
apart for the gardener.




and handy with tools?
Then purchase this older
home at 215 S. llth and
let your imagination
save you $$$$$$. This
frame house has 4 rooms
down, large upstairs
room, good lot in good
neighborhood. Only
$7,900. Also, great buy in
lot at Hazel, Ky. approx.
115' frontage on Hwy.
641 S. Would make good
residential site or it
ideal for commercial
use. Only $2,500. Call or
come by 105 N. 12th,
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 753-8080.
BIG FAMILY? A 4
bedroom, 242 bath home
in Gatesborough, has all
built-ins, carpet,
fireplace in family












List Your Property With Us
SiS min St. 7534101
44. lots For Sale




45 Farms For Sale
MINI FARM, 61/2 acres, 2
bedroom house, 7 miles
from Murray. Call 489-
2434.
06 Homes For Sale
TWO APARTMENT
HOUSE on corner of 6th
and Poplar Street. Call
7534866.




BY OWNER brick home
and 3 bedroom rental
trailer on 2 acre lot.
House has four
bedrooms, living room,





will finance part. Priced
at $39,000. Located in
Lynn Grove. Call 435-
4526.
BY OWNER -3 bedroom
frame home, 318 N. 7th.




Yamaha, $650. Call 753-
0457.
1973 KAWASAKI 450
F12MX, 38 h.p., 215 lbs.,
good condition. $500.
Call 753-3943.
1975 SUZUKI 500 CC, 62
h.p. Excellent condition.
Street bike, $1200. Call
642-8494 after 4 p.m.
1976 KAWASAKI 400 S




Edition. $1900- Call 753-
0570.
1974 KAWASAKI KZ 400
street bike. Low
mileage, excellent
shape. $595. Call 435-
4413
48. Automotive Service







PURDOM and THURMAN REAL ESTATE
FLEXIBLE MORTGAGE
There's a new type of mor- years of the term or an
tgage loan on the horizon
which would tailor the
payment schedule to the
borrower's needs and
abilities. Instead of level
payments for the life of the
loan payments could be
smaller for one period and
larger for another period




and lender ywould negotiate
the repayment schedule as
long as each payment
would cover interest costs
and would be on a fully am-
mortized basis after eigh'
years. Thus a young couple
could arrange smaller
payments during the intial
elderly couple could have
smaller payments following
reatment.
As' an example, take a 30-
year mortgage where the
normal monthly payment
would be $220. Using the
flexible payment plan, the
borrower could pay as little
as $200 per month for the
first eight years, then $240
for the remainder of the
term. When - or if - this plan
becomes effective, you1I
read about it right here.
Consulting with people
about their real estate needs
is our specialty. Drop by Pur-
dom & Thurman on the
court square or call Pat
Mobley 753-4451 or 753-
8958. Were here to help!
.4 1L. 31EnE
48. Automotive Service
SALE OIL filter, $1.49, air




TIRE SALE: Truck load,
4 ply polyester white
wall premium grade. 12-





-4- $1.74 FET; C78x13"
$18.94 + $1.94 FET;
E78x14" + $2.30 FET;
F78x14" $21.15 + $2.44
FET; G78x14 or 15"
$22.38 + $2.60 FET;
H78x15" $24.23 + $2.85
FET; L78x15" $26.76 +
$3.13 FET. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
977•1 by LI Itt 716,•, e Srna,c•le kti
"WITi-4 A SMALL CAR HALF OF 05
FeOclionomRyENcTar, 
-fullr_Niset:THE OTHER HALF ON SUNIWNS."
WILL GO PLACES ON SATURI2g85,





and gas mileage. Call
753-4455.
1964 VOLKSWAGEN.




1975 GRAND PRIX 35,000
miles. Double power and




between 5 and 7 p.m.
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.





1914 LTD FORD 45,000
miles. Good shape.
Private owner. See at
Woods Florist, call 753-
6671 or 753-7285.
1977 CJ-7 Jeep Renegade,
power steering, power




1966 CORVETTE 327, 4
speed, black on black,
convertible hardtop.
good condition. Make
offer. Also 1974 350
Kawasaki, $350. Call 365-
3140.
1973 CAMARO, 350, dark




















Call 753-1713 from 8 to 5
p m
OPEN HOUSE
Oct. 2,1 to 4 PM
New Contemporary Home in an area of fine homes. Beautiful view of trees, lake
and a feeling of spaciousness.
3 bedrooms, two baths. Luscious carpeting. Whirlpool Heat Pump specially
designed for this home. Rear deck for relaxing or BBQing.
Swimming Pool, Tennis, Marina. AIRSTRIP for fly-in, tie down. Priced at
636,500.




49 Used Cars & Trucks
1975 PLYMOUTH Grand
Fury. Will sell below
book price. Loan value,
$1900. Extra clean with




pickup, 1/2 ton. $3500.
Call 753-2756 or 753-3436.
1971 MONTE CARLO 350
Automatic. Burnt
Orange with black vinyl
top. Factory wheels,
AM-FM tape deck and
tilt wheel, 54,000 actual
miles. $1500.00. Call 354-
6217.
ONE OWNER 1977
Cadillac Coupe De Ville.
Loaded. Call 753-4509.
1977 EL CAMINO, power
steering, brakes and air.
Windows, door locks, tilt
and cruise, factory, AM-
FM tape, canvas cover.
Plus many other extras.
Call 753-4509.
1973 BUICK Electra 225.
Excellent aondition.
New tires, one owner.
Call 753-7124 after 5 p.m.
COLLECTOR CARS for
sale. 1960 T-Bird, 2 door
hardtop, original fine
car, fully equipped, with
air, baby blue, $2,500.
1966 T-Bird Town
Landau 3 window coupe,
rare car, all original,
fully equipped with
leather interior, $2300.




1976 LINCOLN town car,
loaded with extras.
40,000 miles. Call 753-
6017.
1962 PLYMOUTH slant 6,
automatic. Good
mechanical condition.


















1974 260Z Datsun, mag
wheels, radial tires. AM-
FM radio. Phone 753-
1263.
1975 GRAND PRIX red
with white vinyl top.
Cruise control. Factory
tape. All power. $3795.
Call 753-4469 after 6 p.m.
1963 FORD FAIRI.ANE, 6
cylinder. 1964 Chevelle.
4 door, 6 cylinder. 1968




1976 GRAND PRIX, AM-
FM stereo tape. Power
steering, air condition.
Brand new tires. Call
753-4331.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1972 MG MIDGET $1075.




and many other extras,
one owner, 20,000 miles.
Extra nice. Call 753-8506




wheel drive, all power
$950. 1967 Chevrolet step
van, 36,000 actual miles,
,$2,000 or best offer 1967
,Toyota land cruiser. 4
wheel drive motor, $300
or best offer. 1946 Ford
pickup needs work, $150.
Call 436-5412.
1973 CHEVROLET
pickup Cheyene r Super
10. Long wheel base,
Power steering and
brakes, air and tilt
wheel. Red with black
interior. Radial tires.
Transmission needs











Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall




DRIVEWAY . gravel or
decorative rock or stock
pile lime. Call 753-6763
Roger Hudson, 753-4545.
ELECTRIC WIRING





home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p.m. 436-5896.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor








struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.






mileage I 37.0001. All
extras. $8900 Call 1-442-
1322 after 5
1976 TRIUMPH - TR7 6500
miles - under warranty -
Bright Green with White
Racing Stripes - Power
Brakes -Spoker Wheels -
Vinyl Top - Sun roof -
AM-FM 8 Track Stereo -
Air Conditioning - Floor
Mats - Below Book
Value. Call 753-0091.











6752 after 5:00 p.m.
1972 PONTIAC Grand
Prix, black with Olive
interior. Slot wheels,
AM-FM radio and tape
player. All power and















Starcraft dealer for both
travel trailer and fold
downs. 1973 models
arriving. Vve service
what we -II. Good
selection -f used
campers finan-
cin' a \.:o1;:':• Located
4 mile - f Murray




EMS. H ii. o1 in-
sulation blwAn attics,






roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
& trim. Call Jack






2432 if no answer, 1/%-
2124.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586 or 436-5348.
DO YOU NEED stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,







after 5 p. m.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN prompt ef-
ficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air con-









Fla-oriorl, ready to no. Or key s U-Boilil and 
sons. Consists and
ready to asinaolin Sol op to 24:60 stonionl, hot will pew 
orry
ortiono4. Shin Nort rest this cone to Custom Boat and 
boy tin lint






WILL DO babysitting for













10 per cent off all 8 x 10
school pictures.
COLLEGE STUDENT
would like to do
babysitting or house
cleaning. Call 767-4837.
Have you always wanted a
real LOG Itiono, huh! or a
ROUND sue, huh' How about











K And IIL7 LawnmowerAndCkeinsaw Repairmown 541..1Phone59-1221
FOR BACKHOE and
bulldozing needs. Call
437-4533 or after 8 p.m.
354-8161 or 354-8138.
EXPERIENCED DAY
care Teacher would. like





Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4x10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call 753-1335.
BABYSITTING in my






I'M A FORTUNE TEILER
I see you reading this ad and wanting an older home. You
are now walking through this 3 bedroom frame, looking
at the shag carpeting and hardwood ftoora.how weB k
has been maintained_thinldng of the maintenance free
aluminum siding_now you are picking up the phone and




Loretta fobs- 753-6071 NI Payne - 753-9794
Helen Spann - 753-8579 Brenda Jones- 75346641
Quality Realty Co.
A Benton Based Firm Serving All West Kentucky
100 ACRES, L2 tillable, ½ timber, has tobacco
base. $75,000.00.
10 ACRES, wooded-near Lynnville and Tr -City.
$5,400.00.
130 ACRES, 70 ac. row crop, 2 bedroom house
and barn. $110,000.00.
42 ACRES, 1,2 tillable, with furnished trailer and
older home. 658,000.00.
31 ACRES, filt yillable, 10 acres wooded.
$14,500.00.
2 ACRES, 4 bedroom home on Penny Road.
$27,00.00.
147 ACRES on TVA contour, 35 acres pasture, 100
acres fenced, 2 bedroom house. $110,000.00.
4 ACRES, 3 jock home on Backiisburg
IRoad. $44,
97 ACRES fenced for cattle, good water supply,
remodeled 3 bedroom house. $80,000.00.
43 ACRES of prime farm land, tobacco base and
barn, plus outbuildings. $53,000.00.
51 ACRES with good frame house, tobacco base
and barn. $41,500.00.
260 ' ACRES, mobile home, grain bin, out-
buildings, on Hwy. 1346 and Shilo Rd. $210,000.00.
96 ACRES productive land, tobacco base and
barn. $107,000.00.
4 ACRES with 2 mobile homes, I, mile East of
Dexter. $30,000.00.
12 ACRES usable land, fenced and has ample
water supply. Has double wide trailer. $24,000.00.
18 ACRES, 3 ouse, barn and tool
shed. On Gob o to Road. 633,000.00.
63 ACRES, 30 acres tillable, rest in pasture and
timber. $25,500.00.
65 ACRES, 20-30 acres tillable, rest in timber.
$25,000.00.
WE HAVE FARMS OF ALL SIZES, HOMES, BUILDING LOTS, LAKEFRONT
& LAKE ACCESS HOMES 8. LOTS, COMMERCIAL, AND INVESTMENT PROPERTY.
Whatever Your Real Estate Needs... Call Us
Quality Realty Co.
Darrell Cope, Broker
337 North Poplar Phone 527-1468
CALLOWAY COUNTY NUMBER 753-9625
PADUCAH NUMBER 443-2312
After hours, please call:
Charles Jeffrey  474-2337 Joe T. Haltom  527-34211
Bill Brumett  527.9921 Bob Watson  $27-3370
Bob Riley.  527-0006 Volisay Brien, mit  527 9671
WE WANT TO BE YOUR REAL ESTATE COMPANY
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Murray Lodge Plans For
Awards Night On Monday
Three members of Murray
Lodge No. 105 Free and Ac-
cepted Masons will be eligible
to receive their 50 year
membership pins at the
special awards meeting of the
lodge on Monday. October 3,





Mrs. Paul (Cora ) Poyner of
13141/2 Vine Street, Murray,
died Thursday at 5:07 p.m. at
the Westview Nursing Home.
She was 87 years of age.
The deceased and ner
husband, Elder Paul Poyner,
were married September 7.
1911, and just observed their
66th wedding anniversary.
They were honored on their
65th wedding anniversary
with a reception at tr,c home of
a daughter, Mrs. Leon Cathey,
on September 5, 1976.
Born June 17, 1890, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Andrew
W. Outland and Alpha Parker
Outland.
Mrs. Poyner is survived by
her husband, Elder Paul
Poyner, 13141/2 Vine Street,
Murray; three daughters,
Mrs. Charles 1 Pauline)
Downey, Henderson, Mrs.
Richard (Martha) Armstrong,
Murray .Route One, Rob
Mason Road, and Mrs. Leon
(Sue) Cathey, Clayshire
Dri4, Murray; two sons, Carl
Poyner, College Farm Road,
Murray, and W.D. Poyner,
Brush Prairie, Wash.; eleven
grandchildren; seven great
grandchildren.
The funeral will e held
Saturday at two p.m. .at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Elder
R.H. Campbell of Memphis,
Tn., officiating. , Burial will
follow in the Murray City
Cemetary.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after six p.m.
tonight Friday.( 
located at the intersection of
Highway 121 North and High-
way 1660 (Johnny Robertson
Road).
The 50 year members are
Leon J. Phillips, Devoe G.
Reed, and the Rev. R. A.
Stinker.
Members eligible to
receive their 25 year
membership pins are Rex
Billington, Ralph Bogard,
James F. Brown, Charles
Cochran, 011ie J. Copus, Nat
Ryan Hughes, John Ed
Jphnson, Samuel L. Kelley,
James E. Lyons, Carlton
Morgan, Rudel Parks, Cody
Russell, Guy Spann, Carl M.
Stout, Wylie Trenholm,
Claude Vaughn, and Charles
Hugo Wilson.
The awards will be
presented by the Kentucky
Grand Junior Warden Barber
Shelton at the lodge meeting
on Monday. All Masons are





"Christ Makes Us One" will
be the subject of the sermon
by the Rev. Dr. William P.
Mullins, Jr., at the eleven a.m.
worship services on Sunday,
October 2, at the South
Pleasant Grove, United
Methodist Church. His
scripture will be from John,
17:11-21.
This will be World Com-
munion Sunday with the
Church Choir, directed by
Mrs. R.L. Cooper with Mrs.
Otto Erwin as organist and
Tommy Gains as pianist, to
sing the anthem, "Let Us
Break Bread Together."
The Rev. A.H. McLeod,
pastor.of the Russell's Chapel
and Temple Hill Churches,
will be the guest speaker at
the 6:30 p.m. services on
Sunday at South Pleasant
Grove.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m.
On Wednesday, October 5,
at the seven pm. services the
study will be on the United
Methodist Beliefs. •
11 Corrections & Amplifications 11
Due to a typographical error in the Thursday, Sept. 29,
edition of the Murray Ledger and Times, the date for Murray
State University's upcoming board of regents meeting was
incorrect. The meeting is Saturday, Oct. 1, instead of Satur-
day, Oct. 11.
The Murray Ledger S. Times tries to correct promptly any errors
in fact or clarify any misleading information appearing in news ar-
ticles. That is the purpose of this column. To report an error OF need





711 South 12th Street
KENTUCKY DAM
ARTHRITIS FUND RAISERS — Members of the Calloway County High School Chapter
of the Future Homemakers of America collected almost $200 in their area for the fund
for the American Arthritis Foundation. They are, left to right, first row, Joy Kelso, Cathy
Crawford, Laura Garland, Tammy Torsak, Cindy Eldridge, Charlotte Coursey, chairman,
second row, Tammy Pate, Beverly Garland, Kathryn Thorn, Shirley Elkins, Tena Eldridge,
third row, Susan Anderson, Jackie Miller, lane Greer, Karon Walker, Sharon Walker,
fourth row, Sheila McKenzie, Dawn Sledd, janeen Thorn, Debbie Pritchett, and Pam
Sills. Also collecting during this week and next week will be members of the Calloway
4-H Club, Murray High School Chapter of the Future Homemakers of America, and the
Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
Staff Photo by Lowell Atchley
Rev. Glover Will Retire STOCK MARKET
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger
Times by I. M. Simon (o. are as follows:As Minister Of Church
The Rev. W. Edd Glover will
retire as minister of the North
Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church on
Sunday, October 2. He will
speak on the subject,
"Religious Quitters" at the
eleven a.m. service. His
scripture will be from Luke
9:62.
The Murray minister will be
doing interim pastor work at
various churches in the area.
He retired this year as special
education teacher at Marshall
County High School. He and




The Poplar Spring Baptist
Church will have its
homecoming on Sunday,
October 2, with the Rev. Dr. H.
C. Chiles, interim pastor,
speaking at eleven a.m. and at
seven p.m. Sunday School will
be at ten a.m. and Training
Union at six p.m.
A gospel singing will follow
the.basket dinner to be served
at noon. Featured groups will
include the Kings Sons and the
Young and Spiritual Singers
from Poplar Spring Church.
The public is invited to
attend, a church spokesman
said.
Katherine Kyle, reside on
North Fourteenth Street,
Murray.
Rev. Glover has one son,
ban Glover who is married to
the former Jerri Washer,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James H. Washer, Sr., of
Murray. Dan is with the
Edwin Cain Construction
Company here.
Mrs. Glover has two
daughters, Mrs. Larry
(Kathy) Wade of Murray and
Mrs. William (Sondra) Henry
of Florida.. Their children are
Tony Wade and Kyle and Lynn
Henry.
At the 'Sunday morning
services at the church Mrs.
Enuna Dean Lawson will be
pianist and in charge of the
music with Greg Cain and
Tommy Thornton as greeters.
A potluck dinner will follow
the morning services.
The Unionaires of Fulton
will be featured in a gospel
Singing following the basket
dinner at the church.
The public is invited to
attend, a church spokesman
said.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 356.8,
up 0.3.
Below dam 302.8, up 0.1.
Barkley lake, 7 a.m. 356.7,
up 0.4.
Below dam 311.2, up 0.2.





Air Products 24% -'-'IS
Am. Motors 4 -kit
Ashland Oil ...... ...... 30%
A T. de T. 634 unc
Ford Motor Co 45% one
Gen. Dynamics .. 54% +4
Gen. Motors • 70% +4
Gen Tire 22% -11
Goodrich 204 +',
Gulf Oil  28
IBM 
Pennwalt 33 +
Quaker Oats 224 -4
Tappan  -kR
Western Union 18% -4
Zenith Radio  13 -4
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today. furnished to the [Adger di
Times by First of Michigan. Corp., of
Murray, are as follows,
Heublein Inc •  2314 -15
McDonalds Corp 50 -31
Ponderosa Systems 14% -F-'4
Kimberly Clark 43 +4
Union Carbide 435 +4
W.R. Grace 27% unc
Texaco 28 +4
General Elec. . ........ 5014
GAF Corp. ........  10 +4
Georgia Pacific ' 26% -4
Pfizer 26% isle
Jim Walters . 26%
Kirsch   16% +4
Disney.. .... 395' -4
Franklin Mint  8% +4
St. John Church
To Open Revival
Revival services will be at
the St. John Baptist Church
starting Monday, October 3,
and continuing through
Friday, October 7. The ser-
vices will be at 7:30 p.m. each
evening.
Guest speaker will be the
Rev. A. Bell, a retired pastor




Dam Village State Park at
Gilbertsville will be the site
for one of 11 budget hearings




"We have scheduled these
sessions because we want to
inform citizens of the current
status of state government
programs and to hear their
ideas for the future direction
of state government," said
Gov. Carroll.
The hearings will consist of
presentations by the
Governor's cabinet
secretaries and a multi-media
program on state government.
The secretaries will talk about
current programs, budget
priorities, and will solicit
citizens' ideas concerning the
1978-80 Executive Budget.
The Kentucky Dam Village
hearing will be. in the park
building adjacent to the post
office at 1 p.m., October 18.
Kentucky Department of
Justice Secretary John Smith
will preside.
Gov. Carroll' said the
hearings will give taxpayers
an opportunity to participate
in the budgetary process.
"After all," he nbted, -the
tacpayers, the citizens of this
Commonwealth, are the ones
who foot the bill for services
and programs."
Ideas gathered at the
hearings will be considered as
the Governor prepares his
1978-80 Executive Budget for
presentation to the 1978
General Assembly. The 1976-
78 Executive Budget was $5.8
billion.
Rev. A. Bell
Church, Henderson. He is a
graduate of the American
Baptist College, Nashville,
Tn., studied at Fisk Univer-
sity, Nashville, Tn., and was
honored with a D. D. degree
from Simmons University,
Louisville.
Rev. Bell is presently a
member of the Senior Citizens
Board of Directors of the
Methodist Community
Hospital and a member of the
Rotary Club International.
The public is invited to
attend the services each
evening, said the church













BUDGET HEARING SITES — These are the 11 locations for Gov. Julian Carroll's state
budget hearings scheduled during October. The Governor's Cabinet secretaries will be
meeting with Kentuckians (cs inform them on the current status of state government
and to get their ideas on fieure directions for state government. Comments and
suggestions will be consider4d as the state's budget proposal for 1978-80 is prepared
for presentation to the 1970 General Assembly.
Dar/less County Tax Bills Delayed
'Not Broke Yet,' Tanner Says
OWENSBORO, Ky. )AP) —
Daviess County is taking
austerity steps because of a
delay in mailing tax bills, but
County Judge Pat Tanner
says, "We are not going
broke."
In fact, Tanner said
Thursday, "Daviess County
probably ranks with the
highest in the state (in
financial stability)."
Earlier in the week, County
Treasurer Patty Wiftd said "If
they keep spending without
sending the tax bills. . . we
can last about two more
Paydays."
She said "About $389,000 is
all we can raise from
reserves." But Tanner said





The Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will hear the pastor,
the Rev. Lawson Williamson,
speak at both the eleven a.m.
and seven p.m. worship
services on Sunday, October 2.
"Then I Found Jesus" and
"I Will Serve Him" will be the
special songs to be sung by the
Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
at the piano and Miss Judy
Hughes at the organ.
Gearld Cooper, deacon- of
the week, will assist in the
morning service. This will be
Building Fund Day in the
church.
Ronnie and Wanda Walker
will be in charge of Children's
Church for the month of Oc-
tober. The bus driver, for the
month will be Mike Lovins,
phone 753-9277.
The Youth Choir will meet
at 5:30 p.m. for practice and
will sing in the evening ser-
vice.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m. and Church Training will
be at six p.m.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mrs. Linda Roach,
Mrs. Patsy Neale, and Mrs.
Vicky Carter.
The county will receive
about $190,000 in federal
revenue sharing funds in
October, has about $50,090
earned in interest in the bank,
and soon expects about $50,000
from the state as its share of
truck licenses and taxes, he
said.
Another $80,000 that was
designated for hiring the
unemployed "can be used if
the county would run out of
money," Tanner said.
He did say county schools
"are in a bind." He noted that
the state has been advancing
Scarbrough Event To
Be Held On Sunday
The Scarbrough descen-
dants of the late Andrew Alan
Scarbrough and Mollie Cooper
Scarbrough will have a
reunion on Sunday, October 2,
at the Ellis Community
Center. A basket dinner will
be served at noon.
All family members are
invited to attend, and any one
having family data such as
births, marriages, deaths,
facts on descendants and
lineage, etc., is asked to bring
it with them to share with
other family members.
Temple Hill Lodge To
Hold Meet Saturday
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons
will meet Saturday, October 1,
at seven p.m. at the lodge haL.
Work will be in the Fellow
Craft degree, and all Fellow
Craft masons are urged to
attend, said Ronnie Ross,
Master of the lodge.
PARKER FORD, Inc.
/
tht county funds since July
frau the 30 cents in school
taxes it collects directly from
the sheriff.
County School Supt. George
Overstreet said, "The
situation will cause
problems," but the school
system will be able to pay bills
for six to eight weeks without
new tax money.
Mt Horeb Free Will
Church Plans Event .
The annual Usher Day vr1114,
be held at the Mt. Horeb Free
Will Baptist Church on:
Friday, October 7, at three I
P.m.
Guest speaker will be the
Rev. A. Taylor of Puryear,
Tn., according to the church
pastor, the Rev. Richard




The Chestnut Grove A.M.E.'
Church will have a speciol
program at the church
Sunday, October 2, to hono
the new church pastor,
Rev. Cecil Maddox.
Ten churches will
presented at the specia
program wiht the presto:Bill
elder, the Rev. ML Easley, ti
speak at three p.m.
Services will be held al
eleven a.m. with local officials
to be on the program. A basket
dinner will follow the morning
service at noon. •
The public is invited to
attend, a church spokesman
said.
IYOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH
753-5273 Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME- LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business'
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED cAR
twc`ii
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